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(£olttril1utor~ 
A A, - LIZAB TH and SILAS SHUL - R were three 
off pring of amuel huler of Powder Valley, Lehigh 
(earlier Nor thampton) ounty and Frederick Township, 
Philadelphia (later M ontgomery) ounty. A a and 
ila migrated to Ohio, from whence A sa and another 
brother, Amandu. , went to ali fornia for gold . Silas 
died a a result of the ivil War; - li zabeth Shuler 
Rosenberger li ved in Powder Valley until 1917. 
WILLIAM T . PAR ON i a Profe sor of Hi LOry 
and Director of the Penn ylvania German tudi es Pro-
gram at Ur inu ollege . H e ha been -ditor of 
Penn y lvania Folkllje ince 1978. He ha published 
book and monograph on Penn ylvania German and 
the Quaker and artic le in Penn ylvania Hi to/y, 
Penn y lvania Magazine oj History and Biography, 
Quaker Histo/y and Swi s-A lIIerican Hi torical ociety 
Newslet ter. 
J . HOWARD ENSTERMA H R ha written loca l 
epi ode a feature co lumn i t for The Independent 
and MontgomelY Transcrip t of ollegcvillc under nu-
merou ed itors. He ha long taken a vigorou interest 
in con ervation and hi toric pre erva tion and he bring 
devot ion , per onal charm and loca l co lor to hi ub-
ject. He erved in Bicentennial fu nct ion and i 
contributing to the new Hi tory of Montgomery ounty. 
A . RUS ELL SLAGL i a nati ve of Maryland ; he 
earned hi degree from Prince ton Univer ity and ha 
done pecia l work with Don Yoder in Fo lk ultu ra l 
Studies. Hi work in genea logy i well known and led 
to a book, The Slagle Family in America, publi hed 
in 1967 . He wrote "The chlegcl Fam il y and th e 
Rosicrucian Movement" for Pennsylvania Folklije in 
1976. 
MARY SHULER H EIMBURG R lives in Long Beach, 
alif. and is a lec turer and writer on California 
genea logy and pioneer events. She is studying the 
peregrination of the Shuler fami ly members, in par-
ticular , a biography of A a Shuler with emphasis on 
Gold Rush ex peri ence. She maintains active interest 
in ali fornia Pioneer co llection and has had ome 
contact with the Huntington Library. 
AMO LONG, JR ., i a farmer and teacher in the 
Lebanon ounty chool. He holds degrees from 
Lebanon Va lley and Temple. H e ha contributed 
numerou article and photographs to Pennsylvania 
FolkliJe and other regiona l periodica ls and new papers 
over th e past two decade . H e i the author of 
The Pennsylvania German Family Farm and Farm-
stead and Their Buildings, both publi hed in 1972. 
JOHN R. CO TELLO i a member of the Department 
of Lingui ti cs at New York Univer ity. He ha done 
field work on Penn ylvania German in the Go chen-
hoppen area, and on Yiddi sh in New York City. 
Art icle by him on Penn ylvania German language and 
culture have appeared in Lingui tic and New York 
Folklore. 
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Lillian KauJJman at the Country Church organ. 
The charm, value, continuity and real strength oj 
the Folk Festival since 1950 have been the indivi-
dual participants. A Jew oj the many devoted 
workers appear in the anniversary story on page 
120. To all the workers in all the years oj Festival 
we dedicate this issue. 
Layout and 








By WILLIAM T. PARSONS and MARY SHULER HEIMBURGER 0)-~ 
The two brothers Asa and Amandus Shuler and 
Solomon Yeakel were among the large number of 
P ennsylvani a Dutchmen who headed west to a nswer 
the lure of the California gold fields in 1849. H ow-
ever , because of lightly ea rlier move to the west-
ward on Evangelistic endeavors into Ohio, A a a nd 
Mandes (the familiar usage of the second brother's 
name) ventured out of Southern Ohio rather than from 
a Lehigh County, Pennsylva nia , location. In fact, one 
or more of three generations of Shulers had owned 
land in Northampton, Philadelphia and Lehigh Countie 
from the 1750's to the 1840's. One Samuel Shuler 
was born in Powder Valley , Upper Milford Township, 
Northampton County (later Lehigh County) PA, about 
1758. 
Mary Shuler Heimburger (Mrs. Ray A.) of Long 
Beach, California, a direct de cendant of Samuel 
Shuler today, has contributed information regarding 
this collection of major interest: Letters, journals and 
papers which involve Asa Shuler, hi s relatives, business 
associates and friends from 1849 through the Civil 
War to 1897. She will develop mater ial from those 
sources in a full- cale biography of Asa Shuler a nd 
has already lectured to numerous groups on the inci-
dent and personalitie described in the marvelou cache 
of folk and family lore from the mid-nineteenth 
century. 
Of all the most interesting Shuler paraphernalia, 
the items which are of particular interest to tudents 
of local folk culture in the form of dialect language, 
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L : 
"Asa in the Mines" from Asa W. 
Shuler's Cobey Bwook in Cal/afaney, 
1849-1851. 
a re sixteen or seventeen letters to and from family 
members. Although written in German scrip t, even 
a quick peru al reveal that they are urel y not com-
posed in High German. Indeed , an absolute require-
ment for read ing them i an intimate knowledge of 
local place a nd family na me and the ear for sound 
that can only come from a lifetime of familiarity 
with dialect ounds. This is the real Pennsylfaanisch 
Deitsch which ca n till be heard in the Pulverdahl any 
warm Summer day. It is a lso the same A ldi Schprooch 
dozen of imilar characte rs from the Powder Valley 
and the territory between the Macoby a nd the Perki-
omen Creeks bandy about at the an nual meetings of 
Grundsau Lodsch #7 toward the end of April for the 
past thirty-odd year . 
The letters presented here in dia lect Penn ylvania 
German and in Engli h translation have no plot nor 
any cohesive motif running through them. In a few 
instance letters, notations or journal pa sage in E ngli h 
only are appended or inter per ed in order to clarify 
or to fill a gap. ince there were half a dOLen 
different correspondents, each with di stincti e hand-
writing characteristic, tran cription po ed a fe\\ long-
lasting ob tacle. I believe I ha e re 01 ed irtually 
a ll of them at thi writing, though I will be happy 
to tand corrected if any of our reader ha e family 
evidence o r per onal knowledge of e ent and per on-
ali tie who appear in the pas age which follow. 
O f the huler family member in 01 ed in the letter, 
Read ing huler wa born in the P owder alley 30 
ovem ber 18 10, an area which would be in the outhern-
mo t poin t of Lehigh ounty when that ounty wa 
la id o ut in 18 12, though the area till lay in orthamp-
to n o unty a t the time of Reading' birth. He died 
21 Februa ry I 98 nea r Charloe, Pau lding ounty, 
Ohio. Fro m h i ha lf-b rother A a huler in California, 
Read ing Shuler received go ld-du t fro m gold-d igging, 
ent to him for afe- keeping . He a l 0 a i ted a 
llUler to loca te in Ro sv ille, Oh io (later part of 
Hamilto n , Ohi o) o n hi return fro m the go ld field. 
A a huler wa bo rn a nd pent hi ea rl y year in 
Penn ylvania . During earl y manhood he li ved , worked 
and farmed in So uthern Oh io with a ra ther mo men-
tous interlude in Cali fo rn ia. He returned to Ohio to 
inve t hi s Cali fornia profit a nd es ta bli h him elf a 
widely re pected banker, enterprising bu ine ma n a nd 
textile manufacturer. That he met ma ny interes ting 
characters of varied life tyle a nd per o na l o u tloo k is 
urely evident in the reference, direct a nd o blique, 
which pepper the line of the correspo ndence. 
Eli zabeth huler , who ometime igns her letter 
"Lizzie" and acquired the married name o f Rosen-
berger, was the youngest child of amuel Shul er a nd 
hi second wife . Elizabeth wa born in the P o wder 
Valley al so, on 23 March 1831 and died in the Quaker 
State 25 July 1917 . 
Sila huler was another of the brother and wa 
likewise born in Powder Valley, Lehigh County, P enn-
ylvania about the year 1821. When he moved to 
Ohio, it wa to engage in farming; he bought a farm 
for that purpo e but at Canton, Ohio, he volunteered 
I. Letter olomon Yeakel, Eldorado County, CALIF 
to A a Shuler, Hamilton, OHIO, 18 De ember , 
1853 
Eldorado County, Cala[fornia] 
December the 18, 1853 
Freund: Die en tag war dein Bruder Mandes, hier, 
nemlich an der alten Ellinoi , wo ich und der E. 
Wieder and J. Barker wohnen, nicht weit von wo der 
John Newmeyer umgekomen i t. Wir haben von un-
der chiedlichen Sachen gesprochen von [18]50, wie du 
for eni e in the nion rm), ompan) , 10 th 
Regiment, Ohio olunteer Infantry. for other in 
the enice in that \\ar, it pro\ided him \\ith a regular 
itinerary through the tate and in and out of ho pital 
and pri on camp. He died unmarried in a ho pital 
in harle LOn, outh arolina, 12 July I 6. In 
Leller # 12, the return addre near the end i in a 
different hand\\fiting. But the oldier who obliged 
ila wa likely from ew York, for he pelled the 
family name in a \\a he knew: H YL R. 
One of mandu huler' on aid fort ear ago, 
that ande and a poke often of the alifornia 
ad enture in later year. Titu huler al 0 upplied 
detail ; though he had not tra elled we t, he had finan ed 
their trip. a huler dro e an ox team all the wa 
to alifornia, while ande ent b ail to P ana ma, 
where he cro ed, then on a nother hip LO a n 
Franci co . ea route took e enty-two day \ ith poor 
accomodation and rollen food. a niluk e H ill a nd 
GeorgeLOwn were near the north end of the go ld 
field , near pre ent-day uburn , a li fo rn ia. When 
they so ld o ut the b rother returned home by ea , 
a fact veri fied by ewLOn B. Love of C he ter ounty, 
P , for whom they deli ered some go ld . Ma nde 
pent a econd tour in Cali fo rnia, 1853- 1855 , a nd 
ent o ut more tha n $500 in go ld by Well Fargo . 
Bo th A a a nd Ma nde were acti ve in H a milton, 
OHIO , fro m 1856 through 1877. 
A major intere t of o ur in prin ting both dialect 
a nd Engli h ver io ns o f the e lette r i to no te the dialec t 
use a nd the spelling employed . Obviou Iy A a, Eliza -
beth a nd Sila huler pelled a they pronounced the 
words; no Ie s so than did Sto n and Henrich chultz. 
If we were ex pert eno ugh we might a ttempt to correlate 
word u e and pronunciation variation , for they are 
ma ny and ometime obviou , e.g . anfachen for an-
fangen; gefachlen for gefallen; nechllen for niichslen 
and many more. Common u e reduced umlauted 
vowel to imple ones : ii to e; ii to i and 0 to eh. The 
late E rnst Chri tmann or Fritz Braun would have had a 
field day with the poss ibilities of orthographical geog-
raphy here. We need another like they were. 
1. Letter Solomon Yeakel to Asa Shuler , 
18 December 1853 (translation) 
Eldorado County, Calif. 
Dec. 18, 1853 
Friend: Today your Brother Mande was here, 
that i , to the old Ellinois, where Ed Wieder, J. 
Barker and I live, not far from where John New-
meyer wa 10 t. We talked about different things 
from 1850, how you and your Brother Mandes had 
indeed met out here in California, and so on. It 
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und dein Bruder Mandes doch nachemal in Ca li -
van ia [California] zu amen gekomen Seit u . s. w. Es 
war Schier nacht wie dein Bruder fort ist. Dan hab 
ich mich auf das Bett gelegt und auf ein ma l ist 
mir es in das gem ilt gefahren, dir ei n brief zu Schreiben 
und ich Sprang auf und 'fa ng a lso an. Ich fD hl ziem-
lich gut heut. Vorges tern hab ich den Schitler gehatt. 
Jch bin uberhaubt nicht recht gesund . Jch winche aber 
dieses Schreiben UH dich und halt. Ich Weis nicht 
wie ich Schreiben 01, fami li oder dein Weib gesund 
antrefen . Schlag um , und Verges nicht mit den meints 
i t es So. Es iSl mehr 1850; De ist 1853, das a lter 
vergeht. Es wird a l-e tag neu, aber das Gold ver-
geht nicht. Es ist noch hier wen es Scho n nicht mehr 
So haufig ist in den Taler. Es ist genung a uf den 
Bergen . Jeh hab noch ni cht viel gemacht , a ber ich 
hof-e wil ich noch machen . Ich hab mein Geld all 
in d Hill Digings, a one turnel in Maniluke Hill, 2 
in Sement Hill. Wart iust nach 6 monat. Dan wirst 
du es horen krachen , und es wird bis nach P ennsyl-
vanien f1iegen, und wird ihnen die ohren aufschlagen 
(merk wen des Pulver nicht nas wird.) Dan mu der 
alt Abraham Yakel Seine Muhl gut aufrichten. Sonst 
kan er es nicht so Starck mahlen als es kommt. 
Jch weis 'nicht viel zu Schreiben. Das Weter i t 
Schon. Wir haben einen ziemlichen guten Schaneze 
gehabt am 14. u. s . w. Es hat mich noch nicht gerennt 
mein trip. Ich hab schon oft an die guten alten 
Pensylvanien mat gedacht, aber Sind Weit von hier : 
Weit, Weit, weit, weit dort ---------- druben . Grusse 
mir all mein bekanten und freund, bis du an den 
Buchseniokel kommst, dan hor auf! Ich denk er hat 
genug zu thun mit der Sagmuhl und Schreib wie 
es ankomt. Jeh denk Sel wird ihm [dialuchten] die 
buchsen noch aus dem Schank nehmen. (Es li egt 
mir noch etwas in dem herrm [Him,] aber ich wil 
noch eine weil Sweigen.) Schick mir ein Brief So 
bald als Schiklich und der Titus Sol mir von dem 
Buchseniokel Schreiben. So viel von deinen Freund, 
Solomon Yeakel Asa 
Der Edward Wieder der wuhlt eben noh in dem grund 
herum. Er Schaft im turnel in Maneluke Hill. Er 
gebet Sein besten respect zu dir. Der Newton Bruder 
Love Schaft als noch in der alten Elinois. Er hat 
dir ein brief geschrieben vor underschieliechen Wochen . 




Letter Henrich Schultz, Hosensack, Upper Milford 
Twp, Lehigh County, P A to Reading Shuler, 
Rossville, Butler County, Ohio, 16 December 1849 
Mein freunt Reading Schuhler, 
Jeh Lass dich Wissen das ich deinen Prief Emp-
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was a lm ost dark when your Brother Mandes left. 
Then, as 1 lay down on my bed, I was suddenly 
reminded that I should write a letter to yo u, so 1 
jumped up a nd began. I fee l pretty good today. 
Day before yesterday, I had the shi ts. J am really 
not entirely healthy now. But I want thi s writing to 
yo u to be completed. I don't know just how to 
write to yo u, to find family or your wife well. 
Start over! and do not forget that it is lik e that with 
the mines a lso . It is no longer 1850; it is 1853, 
a nd o ld things va nish . Every day things here are new; 
Only the go ld does not pass away. It is still here, 
even if not so freq uently found in the va lleys a ny-
more. There is enough in the mounta ins. I have not 
made very much mo ney yet, but 1 still hope to make 
some. My Money is a ll in Hill Diggings , in one 
tunnel of Ma neluke Hill and 2 in Cement Hill. 
Wait just six months yet. Then yo u will hea r it 
explode - a nd it will fl y even as far as P ennsylvania , 
and will crack in your ea rs (but take care that the 
powder does not become wet.) Th en old Abraham 
Yeakel will have to set his mill in order. Otherwise 
he will not be able to mill things as fast as they come. 
I don 't know much to write . The weather is beauti-
ful. We have had pretty good luck on the 14th, 
a nd 0 forth. My trip has not yet run its course. 
But I have thought quite often of the good old 
Pennsylvania girls, but they are far from here; far, far, 
far far over ---------- there~ Greet all my friends and 
acquaintances for me, until the riflemen come, then 
stop! I think he [AY] has enough to do with the 
Sawmill; write how things come out. I think that will 
be enough for him to get hi s guns out of the closet. 
(I have something else on my brain, but I keep quiet 
a bit longer.) Send me a letter as soon as possible, 
and Titus shall write to me about the riflemen. 
So much from your friend, 
SOLOMON YEAKEL / Asa 
Edward Wieder is still digging around in the ground 
here. He work s in the tunnel in Maneluke Hill. 
He sends his best respects to you. Newton Brother 
Love is also still working in the old Ellinois claim. 
He wrote you a letter several weeks ago. He is wait-
ing for an answer. 
2. 
Asa Shuler / Solomon Yeakel 
Letter Henrich Schultz to Reading Shuler, 
16 December 1849 (translation) 
Upper Milford, Lehigh County 
December 16, 1849 
My friend Reading Shuler, 
Be advised that 1 received your letter a week ago 
fangen hab gester Ein Woch. Er wahr ungefahr 2 
Wochen In der Post offes gelegen un so Las ich dich 
Wissen das mier, Gott Lobnoch, ge unt Sint In meiner 
familia. Ich hab mir Ein Sohn und der Wirt Sis den 
18ten den Monat 6 Jhr Alt und die antere int Auch noch 
aile gesunt So Viel Ich weiss. Ich het deir chon 
Langest gern geschrieben, Aber ich hab keine Antwort 
zurickgekriegt Von den antren Prief und So hab ich 
gedacht, Ich wolt Warten Sis du Mier wieter Ein 
mahl schreiben detst und so willig auch zu dier schreiben 
und deinen Prief das hat mich gefreit und beyna[h]e 
Alle die dich gekan-nt haben, der kennen tun und 
du hast mier ge chrieben Vom Asa, du hetst Ein 
Prief von i[h]m gekriegt Von Californien das er det 
Goltgraben und Vieviel er schon hat. Hat er Auch 
geschrieb bis wan Er wieter Einmahl zurick kommen 
Wolt, oter willer Nicht wieter zurick kommen, wen 
Sie so golt Waschen dun? Wie du mier es geschrieben 
hast. Den kennen sie nergenwo Meer Verdienen und 
sonst mich Verstanten hab. da hen sie zwey Indianer 
bey sig gekomben. du ha t mier Auch Ein Stick golt 
Rausgeschickt. Es Sint schon Leit hier gekommen da s, 
gott zu se[g]nen, hat er aufgeschrieben Was sie be-
zahlen missen Vor die Kost uns Wies [wie 's] Ihm 
gefalt? Weiter las Ich dich Wi en das Ich Wieter In 
Obermilfort Wohn auf dem Alten platz und den nechten 
Sommer Wirt Haus und cheier hier gebaut. Das 
Haus Wirt 28 f. lang u. 22 f. preit, und die scheier 
weiss ich noch nicht Wie gros die Wirt und das 
spring-haus Wirt Auch RumGebaut. Es sint schon 
_._-------./ -----
yesterday. It had laid in the Post Office about two 
weeks, but I now let you know that we, my whole 
family, God be praised, are in good health. My only 
son, who will be six years old the eighteenth of this 
IT!onth, and the others, are al 0 quite well, so far as I 
know. I should have liked to write earlier, but I got 
no an wer from the other letter, so I thought to wait 
until you would write to me once again. Thus I do 
want to write to you. Your letter pleased me and all 
those who have known you. You wrote to me about 
Asa and that you had a letter from him in California, 
how he must dig for gold and about how much he 
had. Had he also written when he wants to come 
back again from his gold panning? Or won't he come 
back again, if they do so well at gold panning? 
As you wrote to me, they know of nowhere one can 
earn more; already I know that. There were even 
two Indians had come by. But you have sent out a 
piece of gold for me! People were already here, God 
bless them, and he took notice. What must they pay 
for board? And how would it suit them? 
Another thing, may I inform you that I am again in 
Upper Milford, living on the Old Place and next summer 
a house and barn will be built here. The house will 
be twenty-eight by twenty-two feet in size, although 
I don't know yet how large the barn will be; the 
spring-house will also be fully rebuilt. They have 
hauled in one hundred loads of stone already and the 
boards are also there. There is enough work around 
here. 
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Ein Hundert Lat Stein gefuren und die Bort Sin 
auch da. Arbeit Hat's genung hier. den Neg ten 
Sommer Ich un der Josua mach en die gebey. Weilers 
Wier haben Ein Sorchen Spetiahr gehabt. chne al 
noch nicht Vielgehabt. Am letzen montag hats ein 
geschmissen Von 6 Zoll dief, aber der grunt wahr 
nicht gefroren . zum schliltenfuhren Wahr' s nicht gut 
und heit Regent's den ganzen tag . nun is es Wieter 
trekig un schlabig. So ein Spetiahr hab ich noch 
keins Er-halt wie dieses. Es Wahr Warhm bis un-
gefar Einen tag zurich da Es Wintrisch Auch ist. 
Aber doch is die Kalt nicht gros gewesen. Weiter 
du hast mier geschrieben Ihr wart auf die Hir chJacht 
gewesen und Es hat auch gut gebuschelt. Ich wahr 
gester auch auf die Jacht. ich Kent Ein Ha el Se[h]nen, 
Aber Es wahr nichts . entlich trefich Ein Keasem spur 
an und Ich bin ihr noh und die Is an ein Baum 
gegangen un der hat en Loch gehabt. Ich hab ein 
Stecken gegrigt und hab daney geStart. da hal er 
geknart; nun hab Ich ihn Farstgrickt un hab i[h]n 
Rufgezogen, un war's Ein Plott schwanS. dan bin ich 
heim und hab Vudpicker geschossen mil der [Kugl] 
Kugel. der Erste den hab ich gans zerris en und der 
zweyde der is rumgesprungen un hal "zip zip" gemachl. 
denn hab ich den Fliegel abgeschossen und der tritte 
der Is am Starn nauf "zip zip" web I. Ich hab ge-
schossen und hab Ihm grat Arschloch abgeschossen. 
na hab ich u fgeben. Ich hab gedenkt den necktten ken-
lick ga ns Verfe[h]len . Weiler der Petlers Dalman, den 
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Next summer Josua and I will construct buildings . 
Further, we have had a strange sort of autumn and 
have not had very much snow yet. Last Monday we 
had a blanket six inches deep but the ground was not 
frozen. Sleighing was not good and today it is raining 
the entire day. So it i sloppy and dirty again . Such 
a fall as thi s r have never experienced. It was quite 
warm until just a day ago and is becoming wintery 
only now. And the cold has not gone to an extreme. 
You wrote me you had gone deer hunting and that 
it wa thickly-wooded there. Yesterday I went hunting 
too . I did see a little rabbit, but it was really nothing. 
Finally I came acro a possum trail, not far behind 
the animal, and he darted over to a tree where he had 
a hole. I took a stick and poked inside. Then he 
snarled; so I grabbed hold and pulled it out, and it 
had a rat-tail. So then I went home and hot wood-
peckers using ri fie-balls. The first I really tore apart 
and the second hopped around calling, "Zip! Zip!" 
Then I shot one wing off and the third one went up 
the trunk with more of "Zip! Zip!" I shot again 
and shot off his entire asshole. With that I gave up. 
I thought the next one I might miss altogether. 
Then also, more about Dahlman, whom I don't 
see very often. He lives above Michael Gehris but 
the last time I aw him, he was so stiff and tou led 
and as shaky as he's been his whole life. Al 0 Reds 
Schmoyer who lives not far from the Swamp Church. 
He doesn't know how to get greater value out of hi 
e[h]n Ich nich[t] viel. Er wo[h]nt obig Michael 
Geris aber da Letztemahl da ich ihn ge ehenhab, 
dawaren noch so Steif und so strublieg un 0 zitrig 
wie ein Leben und der Roteschmeyer der wo[h]nt 
nicht Weit Von der Schwa mer kirch. Er hat sein 
Berg nich mer Los werten Kennen. no hat er Asami . 
Er peint. Er hat ge chworen. Es Detem mergeil 
Verrecken das Er aufmachen kent, Er het kein glick 
mer auf dem Berg un die Maricha, die hat ihn als 
den Bullen schmayer gehe en. sel hat ihn nicht ge ut. 
Er is noch 0 grollig wie sein Leben. Er i t nicht 
mer Rot, Er ist weis , aber die letzen die sint noch 
odick[lItI wieju so schlabig wie ein ey ohr und der 
Sa aman der wa[h]nt in Allentaun. Er i ein Temberen 
dart, I erschmert und der Scharter, der is in Holledes-
burg.. dart Er hat ein grosen Stor. Er hat 2 Hei ser 
dort und der Jacob Ackerman der wa[h]nt in Maunt 
Bettel und der Yohn Hilligass der Leit die en Vinter 
Imring Bey ein Offen Stor, Hat er kein me[h]r und 
der Abraham Schell der wa[h]nt am alten P~atz un 
Er komt gut ahn. Es in zwey von einen kintern 
ge torben In einer woch an der Kirche und dein Vater 
hab ich chan weil nicht mer ge enen. Er ist noch 
beiem chwarzen Damme daheim. Er hat ein Hau 
angenomen zu mach en beyem Barkalt [Burkholder.] 
Er scha ft mer a er [al er] hat vor 15 J ahr. Er ist 
noch Ein Dummer zu del zeiten. Er guckt anfang 
zimlig All un Er hat die Rumatis[~ Zeiten weis 
mountain anymore. But he really mi ed A a. He 
langui hed. He had suffered. More hor e were dy-
ing for him than he could replace. I I He just 
had no more luck in the mountain and that Maria , 
she in i ted on calling him Bull Schmoyer. That 
didn't uit him either. He i till a curly-hai red a 
always. But he is not red-haired anymore, he is white; 
but what' left i as thick and I I as sloppy as 
a pig's ear. And there' Sassaman who live in 
Allentown. H e i a temperance man there, on best 
behavior. Sharter i in Hollidaysburg. He has a big 
tore there; he ha two houses there also. Jacob Acker-
man lives in Mount Bethel. And John Hillegas run 
a store for elling stoves during the winter; but he 
has no more merchandi e. Abraham Schell lives on 
the Old Place and he is pro pering. Two of his 
children died in one week at the church. 
I have not een your father for a while. He is 
staying at the Black Woman hotel. He undertook 
to build a hou e for Burkholder. He i working more 
[harder] than he ha for the pa t fifteen years. He" 
act kind of silly orne of the time. To begin with 
he looked old enough, for he has rheumatism, so that 
at times he cannot do anything. So do write to me 
without fail before long and end it to the Hosen-
ack P.O., Lehigh County, David G. Derstine, Post 
Office, Hosen ack P .O. So much from me, 
Henrich Schultz 
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das er nicht dun kan . Und so schreib mier wieter 
zurick Eb lang, und schicken an die HoSenSack B.o., 
Lehigh County, Der David Gemanderstein [Der David 
Gehman Derstine ?], Posta ffes , HoSenSack B. o. So 
Viel Von mier 
Henrich Schultz 










Gorg Georg Neimeyer 
George Neimeyer 
Emouser P .O. 
Lehi County 
Emouser Post 
Letter John Christian Stoosz, Upshur, OHIO to 
Raeting Schuler [Reading Shuler], Rossville, OHIO, 
14 July 1850 
Apscher 
den 14 Juli 1850 
Mein Freund: ich ben geurthigt dIe einige Zeilen 
zu schreiben ob ihr aile gesund sind. wir sind mer 
wirklich gesund. ich habe gehort die Colera sey in 
Hamelton. ich kan ihm aber noch keinen Glauben 
schenken bis ich elne Antwort von dir habe. bey 
uns ist noch keine vor wirkly. Ich will dir zu wissen 
thun das ich dem Boppenmeier vor 14 Tagen einen 
Brief geschikt habe und noch keine Antwort erhalten . 
Ich habe ihn Dringent gebeten um etwas Geld deweil 
ich es so nahtwendig brauche. ich war noch ein in 
einer so Pensch wie wirklich. ich glaub auch das er 
mir diesmal helfen kan. er hat doch schon viele 
Fremde Menschen geholfen und ich hab i[h]n noch 
niemal" geplagt mier zu helfen als wie dismal. ich 
bin willens zu thun vor ihn was er will, eine gute 
Burgschaft oder eine Morketsch, das er gewiss nicht 
glauben kan ich wollt ihn betrugen. ich war letzte 
Woch 2 . Tag herum geritten um Geld zu lehnen vor 
gute Burgschaft oder Morketsch. Aber ich hab leider 
keins bekomen. bis Spatjahr konte ich bekomen an 
3. oder 4 Platz, aber ich brauche es. eben wirklich 
es Ruft einer den andern vor Geld. ich habe noch 
ein eine so Zeit gesehen wie wirklich. ich bin ge-
bunden dieser Man 25. $ zu bezahlen. von dem ich 
mein erstes Haus gekauft hab. der will und muss 
es haben und fur diesses hab ich Burgschaft gegeben 
und ich gleich nicht das meine Burgschaft daran 
Noth leiden .thut. Ich gleich meinen Credit nicht zu 
verlieren und da bin ich einem Stoorkiper noch 25 $ 
schuldig. der hat ausverkauft und ist fortgezogen. 
der hat etwas uber 900 $ ausstehen und der hat alles 
gesut, Reich oder arm. 
oder 3. Farmen haben. 
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er hat Farmer gesut wo 2 
Ich habe zu ihm gesagt er 
3. Letter John Christian Stooss to Reading Shuler, 
14 July 1850 (translation) 
Upshur, 14 July 1850 
My Friend: I feel impelled to write to you just a 
few lines to ask if you are all well. We are really 
in the best of health. I have heard that cholera is 
found in Hamilton but I will not put credence in this 
report until I have your answer. We have not had 
the real one here as yet. I want you to know that 
I sent a letter to Bobenmeyer two weeks ago but 
received no answer yet. I begged him most urgently 
to send me some money because I need it so much . 
I have never been in such a pinch as this one. 
I really thought he would help me this time. He 
has helped lots of other people who are strangers and 
I have never bothered him to help me out except 
this time. I am willing to do for him what he wants, 
either a good security or a mortgage, so he certainly 
cannot believe that I would cheat him . Last week I 
rode around more than two days to borrow some money 
against good security or mortgage, but unfortunately 
could not get any at all. At three or four places 
I could have gotten some by next autumn, but I really 
need it now . One pushes the other for money. 
I have never seen such a time as this. I am obliged 
to pay $25.00 to the man from whom I bought 
the first house. He insists on having his money, for 
which I have put up security, and I do not like to 
cause this security to suffer. I don't want to lose 
my credit either, but lowe a storekeeper a balance 
of $25.00. He sold out and moved away. He has 
about $900 outstanding and has sued everyone, rich 
and poor alike. He even sued farmers who own two 
or three farms. I told him not to sue me until I 
hea rd from you or Bobenmeyer. I would like to have 
it from him, for he has more, and that is about 
what I wrote him . I would accept it with thanks. 
This house in which I do my work, is soon to be 
soil mich nicht suhen bi ich eine ntwort von dir 
hab. oder von dem bopenmayer. Ich gleich on ihm 
zu haben wan er mehr hat, al die war zuwa ich 
geschrieben hab. 0 nim ich e mit Dank an die e 
Haus wo ich darin schafen thun, wird erkauft in 
balde. dan hab ich keinen chap und kaufen kan 
ich nicht bey dies er harten Zeit. ich kan eine 
zweystokig Fram kaufen aile fertig Wette rgebort und 
Dach darauf vor 25 und ich denk da i t wohl-
feil gen ug. ich mu e aber abrechen und herfahren. 
ie teht bald 600 Jart von meinen Hau und die e 
kan ich die halfte bezahlen in rbeit. Jch bitte dich 
jezt, li eber chwager, sey du behalflich da ich da 
Geld bekome vom Gro alter oder wer e hat. 
mein ich e mit Dank an. ich erwarte e aile Tag. 
ich geh a ile Tag auf die Post um einen Brief zu 
bekomen . wan du meinst es soil hinunter zu euch 
und ei ne Market ch bringen, so kom ich . ich gleich 
aber zu allererst ei nen Brief von dir. lch will chliessen 
mit den Worten mich nicht zu verge sen vor die mal. 
ich erwarte einen Brief sobald wie mbglich von dir 
oder Bopen meier. Lebet wohl und ge und aile . 
Der Grossvatter kbnte nachste Woch seiber komen 
und emit nehmen. 
lohan C hristian Stooss 




5 [cents postage paid] 
4 . Letter Elizabeth Shuler, Upper 
Anguline [Angelina] Shuler [ 
24 December [ ] 
Milford , PA to 
], 
Obermilford Decemper 24ten 
Liebe Anguline Shuler, 
Gottes reichen Segen Dir und deinen Lieben Eltern 
zum herzlichen Gru s. Da wir soeben um den Tische 
sasen, gerade am Arbeid vor Christtag . Und der kleine 
Albert im Begriff ist um in Bett zugehen , so ist 
mir eingekommen. lch wollte je jetzt noch vor Schlaf-
ungehen Deine 2 Briefe beantworden die ich beide 
erhalten habe und war recht froh darieber. lch bin 
gesund, so auch die Mutter. Die eben von Euch 
gesagt, Sie denken, ihr werdet jetzt wieder Wei ch-
huhn u. Hirschfleisch und dergleigen Auf die Christtag 
haben. Bey uns ist, was die e Angest nicht so reich-
Iich obwohl wir keine Noth hatten. Eine chbne 
grosse frische Bratwurst liegt, wah rend dem ich schreibe, 
neben mir auf dem Ti ch, Die un soeben fur ein 
Christtags geschenk zugesand wurde und sonnst noch 
kleinigskeiten. Wir haben chon ungefehr' 3 Wochen 
Schnee und guten Schlittenweg und war auch gester 
und heute ordentlich kald. Ich wundere wie es bei 
Euch ist in bezug auf Witrung. lch errinnere mich das 
old. Then I \\on't ha\e any job and bu 'ing one i 
out of the qu lion in the e hard time. I an buy a 
t\ 0 LOry frame building, all weatherboard fini hand 
\ ith roof, for onl 25.00; I thin k that i rea onable 
enough. I mu l di mantle il and mo\e up here. 
Il land nearl i hundred ard from my hou e and 
I could pa half of il in labor. 
I beg of you no\ , dear brolher-in-Ia\\, a i t me and 
be helpful 0 that I ma get the mone , either from 
rand father or from \ home er el e ma ha e it. 
I would be mo t thankful. I look fon ard LO a re pon e 
eery day: I go to the Po t Office to ee if I ha e 
a leller. [f you think I hould come do'l n LO ou and 
bring a mortgage a long, J ill come right awa . 
But fir t of all I' d like a leller from you. 
I will clo e for no with word of reminder not to 
forget me. I am looking for a leller a oon a po ible 
from you or from Bobenmeyer. Goodbye and the 
be t of health to all. Grandfather could co me next 
week him elf and bring it along. 
Johan Chri tian Stoo 
I would have more to write, but the tage 
coming now . 
4 . Letter Elizabeth Shuler to Angelina Shuler , 
24 December [ ] (translation) 
really 
Upper Milford, December 24 
Dear Angelina Shuler, 
God' s bountiful blessing on you and to your dear 
parents, a hearty greeting. 
We just sat around the table at work preparations for 
Christmas. Little Albert is about to go to bed, so it 
occurred to me, why not, before the time of our going 
up to sleep, answer your two letters, for 1 had 
received them both and was very glad to have them. 
I am well and so i Mother. She just poke of you, 
thinking you would again enjoy turkey and venison and 
the like on Christmas Day. With us, with these alarms, 
things are not so plentiful, although we are by no 
means in need. A lovely, large, fresh sausage is 
lying, while I write, beside me, on the table. The 
meat was sent to us as a Christmas present, along 
with a number of other small items. 
We have had snow for about three weeks already 
and fine sleighing, and it has been quite cold yesterday 
and today. I wonder how the weather is at your 
place. I remember last year on Christmas night, how it 
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Letztes Jahr Auf C hristtagnacht gedonnert u. geregnet 
hat. was aber bey uns weit davon ist ---
Die Mutter wundert op ihn die kleine E lle noch nicht 
habt abnehmen lassen. Sie Wunscht ihr Bild zu haben 
und ich wunche Deins , zu haben so wie auch der 
Elle u . Carle u . Bille. Albert Aber ich weiss wohl. 
er wird Euch wohl zu viel muhe mach en urn von 
den Kindem a ile die Bilder nehmen zu lassen und sie 
uns schicken. Seyd aber so gut und propiert aber dass 
ihr der E lle ihr Bild bekommt ehe Sie der Mutter a us 
dem Gesicht gewachsen ist, u. s .w. Schreib mir bald 
wieder auch was die mah macht, Ob Sie wieder gesund 
sey oder nicht. Ich denk ich muss beschlie en fur 
diessmal. Es ist schon etwa spat in der Nacht. 
Sag zu deinen Vater dass David Gehmannen gestorben 
u. am Dienstag begraben wurde, An die Neue Men-
napitten Kirche, nicht wo ihre 13 vorgegangenen Kinder 
liegen. Die Mutter lasst Euch alle Grussen und wunscht 
Ihr kbnnet ei nmal a ile zu uns au f besuch kommen 
Da war die Freude gross ein. So viel von 
Elizabeth Schuler 
Noch etwas an Sorbers. Die Mutter war letzte 
woch bey Gorg Karl s auf besuch und diese waren in 
wunder ob Hunsickers Sohn von seiner Krankheit 
geheilt sey, oder nicht. Karl sag te es faile Ihm 
gewisslich geholfen so Sie nur damit angehalten hatten. 
Sein Bruder sei durch das geringe mittel ganzlich 
geheilt worden. ---
Wann ihr wieder einmal schreibt dan lasst uns 
etwas von ihn horen U. S.w . Mit diesem will ich' s 
lassen und wunche Euch Gottes reichen Segen und 
noch mithin. Alles gute wa ihr Euch se lbst wunschet 
zum Neuen Jahr. 
Elizabeth Schuler 
5. Letter Elizabeth Schuler, Upper Milford, PA, to 
Brother and Sister [ ] Sorber 
[ OHIO] 8 December [1849?] 
Obermilford Decem 8ten 
Werther Bruder u. Schwester Sorber, in dem H er rn 
Gottes reichen Segen und seine trostreiche Gemein-
schaft sey mit Euch: 
Auf das verlangen von den Mutter, habe ich zur 
Feder gegriffen urn an Euch zu Schreiben und Euch 
damit wissen lassen dass wir nach gewohnheit ge und 
sind, und hat die Mutter etwas kald. wer aber auch 
sich wieder machen wird, wahrend dem ich schreibe, 
setzt Sie .am Offen in stiller Ruh und schlaft. Die 
Thamer und der kleine Albert sind bei uns diesen 
Winter. Letzten Donnerstag haben wir gebutschert 
und nach unserer Ansicht gut getroffeh. Wir hatten 
dazu schones wetter gehabt. Aber den anderen Tag 
war es sehr trube und am Abend fangt es an zu 
schneen und biss den andere Morgen hatte einen tiefen 
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thundered and rained! That is far from the case with 
us now . 
Mother wonders if you ever had a photograph made 
of little Ellen? She would like to have her picture 
and I would like to have your own, as well as 
Ellen's, Carl' s and Billy' s. Albert , of course, I know 
well enough . It would be too much trouble for you 
to have all these pictures taken and sent to us. 
But please be good enough and try to see that we 
get E llen 's picture before she grows up and out of 
her Mother 's sight. Write soon again and let me know 
how Ma is doing, whether she feel s better or not. 
I think I must close for thi s time . It' s a lready some-
what late at night. Tell your Father tha t David Geh-
man died and was buried Tuesday at the New Men-
nonite Church, and not where their thirteen chi ldren 
who preceded them in death , lie buried. 
Mother sends her best regards and wishes you could 
all come on a si ngle visit here. Her joy would be 
great indeed . So much from 
Elizabeth Shuler 
Still something else to you Sorbers: Mother was 
over to Georg Karl 's on a visit last week and they 
wondered if Hunsicker' s son was ever healed of his 
sickness as yet? Karl said they would surely have helped 
him if only they had continued the treatment. His 
brother was completely cured through this little remedy. 
When you write again, let us hear something about him. 
With thi s I will break off. I wish you God 's rich 
blessing and everything good that you might wish for 
yourselves for the New Year. 
5. 
Elizabeth Shuler 
Letter Elizabeth Shuler to Brother & Sister Sorber, 
8 December (1849?] (translation) 
Upper Milford, Decem. 8 
Esteemed Brother and Sister Sorber, 
In whom the riche t bless ings of God and His 
consoling communion be with you. 
At the request of our Mother, I have taken pen in 
hand to write to you and let you know that we are in 
our usual good health. Mother does have a slight cold, 
though that should soon be better again. While I 
am writing this, she is sitting at the stove, peacefully 
resting, asleep. Thamar[Tamara] and little Albert are 
staying with us this winter. Last Thursday we butchered, 
and the way it looks , hit it just about right. We 
had beautiful weather for it. The following day it 
became overcast, in the evening it bega n to snow, 
and by the next morning there wa a deep snow 
on the ground. Allhough it is not too cold, yet we 
were very glad that our butchering is over. 
Schnee Gelegen. Obwohl nicht kald, waren wir doch 
recht froh das chlachteren oruber \\ ar. 
Wir haben gegenwartig ine erlungerene er amlung 
die gut im Gang i t, und wird auch nach eine quillung 
fOrl dauern . in Jungen an namen alomon ten-
ner halle ich aufgegeben urn ich zu bekehren. i t 
aber bi her noch nicht in die Freuheit gekommen . 
In relige er hin icht gehe es gut, doch konnle e 
noch immer bes er gehen . Un ere ontag chul i t 
be chlossen fur dei sen ommer. un hat ich die 
Gesell chaft von der ontag chul in einen ing erein 
verwandelt und wird nun m ontag achmitag ing-
chul gehalten. An tall Sontag chul Dazu gehoren 
grosse und Kleine Junge u . Alte Leute, wer lu that 
antheil davon zu nehmen . Ich finde gro e er-
gnugen daran und ist etwa derart (?) mei n Ellement, 
wie ihr uch wohl auch den ken konnten . Letzten 
Sontag ist Solomon , ohn von Carl Klein Begraben 
worden, twa 2 1 Jahr All. Er wurde krank am er-
venfieber im Sepdemper und hatte dazu kald be-
kommen. und die Krankheit ist ihm Auf die Lung 
ge chlagen und i tal 0 an der Au zuhrung Gestorben. 
Hatte aber Selig v[o)llendet. Er hatte ich auf 
einem Krankenbet Bekehrt und unter Singen, Jauchzen, 
Gottloben gab er den Gei t auf. Da Carl Schuler , 
Heinr ich Stehler Muller, B. Kriebel Letzten Sommer 
ge tor ben sind, werdel ihr wohl chon lange wi sen . 
und Scharlotte Miller ist, 0 viel ich wei , ges und . 
ie war noch nicht lang bey un auf Be uch, und 
von Rebeca Sleh ler will ich lieber nichts schreiben . 
O bwohl ich der mei nu ng bin, e ey mir anbefohlen 
worden wie ich von Euch bin, etwas ihr zuschreiben, 




i t ungefahr wa ich fur die mal zu schreiben 
doch noch 0 viel das wir ein chlo en ind 
un er Heil zuschaffen und un ere Selen zu retten . 
Auf da wir in der Ewigen Ruhe und H ei math wieder 
zusamen kommen mogen wo wir nich t mehr Scheiden. 
Amen. 
Die Mutter sagte mir sie ha be der Miss Wetzel 
a uch einen Brief versprochen . Ich will ihr einen 
Schreiben, und ha tte cho n ehe dessens, Aber wir 
wissen beide ihr Vo rnahme nicht und den sollte ich 
doch wi en . wollt ihr 0 gu t sein und Ih r agen 
da s die mir ihri schickt , wa nn es ih r der Mu he 
wert ist. Grusse sie u .. w. 
Die Mutter hat noch eine Frage a n Euch : Sie mochte 
es gern wis en wie e mit Ma ndas Famili is l. Die 
Anguline hat mir ge chrieben [das ) Er ha be a u -
verkauft und ey nach Calovorn i gega ngen . und wu n-
dert 's un so ehr wo eine Famili i t. Ob ie noch 
dort oder mit fo rt i t. wollt ihr 0 gut sein und 
uns schreiben wie e i t. Diese Woch ha be ich wieder 
Ein Brief von der Anguline bek ommen . Da rin habe 
ich gesehen dass Mary krank ey . Ob es ein Fieber 
urrenlly \\ e are holding a protra ted meeting w hi h 
i well under \\ ay and \\ ill Onlinue for orne time 
longer. ertain ) oung man named olomon t nner 
ga e him elf to God to be omerted, but up to thi 
time ha not et reached eternal freedom. In regard 
to religiou maller, all i well \\ ithin u , e\ n though 
orne thing could be better. 
Our unda hool i clo ed ummer. Our 
congregation ha now be orne a ing1l1g ociet) and on 
unday afternoon we hold inging chool in tead of 
unday chool. arge and mall, old and oung people 
belong; \ hoe er ha the inclination to take part. 
Per onally I find great enjo ment in it, omething 
like that i ju t my element, a ou well kno\\ . 
La t unday \ e buried olomon Klein, arl' on. 
He wa about twenty-one year of age. Took ick 
with a nervou [typh u) fe er la t eptember, later 
contracted a cold \ hich ett led in hi lung, and 
eventua ll y he died of con umption. He had a bli -
ful end. He had been con erted on hi ickbed and 
amid t great inging, houling and prai ing God, he 
gave up the Gho t. 
I uppo e you have known for orne time lhat 
Carl Shuler, Heinrich tehler' mother and B. Kriebel 
died during the pa t winter. Charlotte iller i well, 
a far a I know. She paid u a i it not long ago; 
and of Rebecca tehler, I would ralher write nothing 
at all. Although I have a mind to, I have been 
forbidden to write about her. Ju t thi much, he i 
certainly not at peace yet. 
That is about all I have to write for thi s time, 
except to add thi much, that we are re olved to work 
for our alvation and to save our ouls. Unti l we 
may gather together in our H ome of Eternal Peace, 
nevermore to part again. Amen. 
Mother told me that he a l 0 prom i ed a letter to 
Miss Wetzel. I wou ld have written before now, but 
neither of u cou ld th ink of her fi r t na me. I should 
know it, too. Be good enough to tell her this so he 
can give me the in formation if he thi n k it worthwhile. 
Best regard to her, and so o n ... 
Mother ha a nother que tion for yo u : She would 
li ke to know how thing are with Ma nde' family? 
A ngelina wrote me that he had so ld o ut a nd ha left 
for California. We are q ui te concerned a bo ut where 
h i fa mily i , whether they are till there, or if they 
have gone a long to Californ ia. Be good enough to tell 
us how everything is. 
Last week I had a nother letter fro m Angelina . In 
it I read that Ma ry has been ill , but whether it was 
a feve r o r not i something else. T ell her I will 
write oon . M other ends her bes t regards, al so to 
Mi Wetzel. Fa rewell. 
E lizabeth Shuler 
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ist war etwas sonnst. 
Sagt Ih r ich wo lle ihr bald schreiben . Die Mutter 
Iasst Euch aile Grussen, so auch Mi s Wetzel. Lebet 
Wohl. 
E li zabeth Shuler 
6. Letter E li zabeth Shuler, [Upper Milford, PAl to 
Asa Shuler, Hamilton OHIO, 19 November [ 
November 19ten 
Lieber Bruder Asa, 
Ich wi ll geschwind, ein wenig schreiben . Wier haben 
heute so ungefahr Ein Bushel Kesten in eine Box getha n, 
und wollen sie morgen nach Millersta un schicken . Sie 
werden woh l bald nach Hamilton kommen, sehet 
darnach . Der Josua hat auch 6 quart dazu gethan. 
Die Mutter ist am suss aepfel schnitzen, und ito 
wie gewohnlich gesu nd ; 0 a uch unsere Nachbarn. Ich 
bin aber nicht gesund: ich habe vor 3 Monat eine 
harte Verkaldung Ankommen, und die Schug inerli ch 
in die Ruck u . Nieren und wurde dadurch so hier 
gerissen das ich einige Tagen im Beth liegen musste. 
konnte wohl wieder affustehen aber nich t gesund. 
Konnte nicht hart Arbeiten, a uch nicht schwer tragen 
oder heben habe; a uch keinen guten Appetid zum 
Essen , wohl dem der gesund is t. Peter Rodenberger 
ist im Sommer gestorben. ihr werdet' s wohl gehort 
haben. 
Wir hoffen u . wunschen dieser Brief wird Euch 
aile ges und u. wohl a ntrefen . Theilet die Kesten Ver-
haltnissmassig zu Ma ndas u. Breidensteins Familie, 
Wir lassen Euch u. andere grussen, Ich mus shlies-
sen, meine Zeit ist dahin . 
E li za beth Shuler 
7. Letter (part miss ing today) Reading Shuler, C har-
loe, OHIO to Asa Shuler , Hamil ton, OHIO, 
31 January 1854 
Charloe Jan 31 the 1854 
Mein Brucer Asa Schuler, 
1ch las dich Wiesen durch diese Par Leins, das ich , Gott 
lob, noch gesunt bin, und so Winsch ich das diese 
Par leins dich auch Vienden. Ich geb dier zu Wie en 
das ich heit deisen Kuber gese [he]n hab . Wegen seinem 
land er Wiel's Ver Kaufen aber ar Nemt nicht Weniger 
als [120 1250] 12 Daller u. 50 sen Vier den Acker. 
es sin 122 aker und 15 Hunderts , aber die 15 hun-
derts Wiel er ab schmeisen . er Wiel 's geben Vier 
[1500] 1525 Daller und es ist noch Wol feil an sellem . 
es land rest hier sehr stark; Wen du es Kaufen Kanst, 
den Kauf' s. es ist Maist 15 Daller den aker nau . 
Wen du es liegen las eweil, Kanst du Me[h]r dran 
mach en wie du am anden hast gemacht. 
[remainder of letter lost; rough translation remains.] 
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6. Letter Elizabeth Shuler to Asa Shuler, 
19 November (translation) 
November 19 
Dear Brother Asa , 
I will write a little bit quickly. Today we packed up 
approximately o ne bushel of chestnu ts in a box and will 
send them on to Millerstown tomorrow. They should 
soon get to Hamilton a lright. Look out for them . 
Josua also added about six quarts to them. 
Mother is busy cutti ng up sweet apples for schnitz 
and is in her usual good health, as are our neighbors 
also. But I am not feeling well: about three months 
ago I caught a heavy cold which has settled in my 
back and kidneys. It took me down to such an 
extent that I had to spend several days in bed . Now 
I am up again, though I am far from well . I 
could not do my harder work, carry or lift heavy 
loads, and have no appetite for eating, as a person 
has, who is in good health . Peter Rodenberger died 
last summer, which you may have heard about. 
We hope and wish that this letter may find you all 
well and in the best of hea lth. Share the chestnuts 
in proper proportions with Mandes and Breidenstein 's 
fa milies. 
Best regards to you a nd the others. must close, my 
time is up. 
Elizabeth Shuler 
7. Letter Reading Shuler to Asa Shuler, 31 January 
1854 (translation of first paragraph; rough tran~­
lation from page now miss ing for the rest) 
C ha rloe, Jan. 31,1854 
My Brother A sa Shuler , 
I am letting you know by these few lines that, God 
be praised, I am still in good health and I hope that 
these few lines may find you the same. This will in-
form you that I saw thi man Kuber today. About 
his land, he is willing to sell it alright but will not 
accept less than $12.50 per acre . There are one hundred 
twenty-two acres and fifteen-one hundredths, but he 
will knock off the fifteen-hundredths acre . So he 
will give it for the price of $1525, and it is very 
reasonable at that. Land here continues to run to high 
prices. If you can at all purchase it, then buy it fast. 
It is worth up to $15 per acre right now. If you 
hold on to it for awhile, you will make more on it 
than you did on the others. 
In about five years this piece of land will be worth 
double the price he is asking for it. If you want to 
Business lellerhead oj Shuler & Benninghoj en, proprietors 
oj the Miami Woolen Mills, which grew out oj A sa 
Shuler's initial investment in 1856. 
9. Letler Lizzie Rosenberger [Elizabeth Schuler Rosen-
berger] Upper Milford, PA to A a Shuler, [Ham-
ilton, OHIO] 28 February [1863?] 
Upprber milford Feb 28ten 
Werther Bruder Asa Schuler, 
Deine werther inhalt reichen Brief haben wier erhaIten 
schon Anfang Januar, und waren ganz Uberau froh 
dafUr. Ich hatte Dir schon vordem Geschrieben aber 
Zeit u. umstanten haben es verhindert. 
Wir haben eine ehr Kalten Winter und auch immer 
Schnee bishehr. Die Mutter ist Gesund und Wohlauf. 
so auch der Jo ua ind ge undo 0 auch un ere 
andere Freunden u. Nachbarn ind aile ge und, so viel 
ich weiss. Auch ich bin wieder Gesund und habe 
mich am 20 Februar Verheirathet mit Elias Rosen-
berger. Er wohnt hier auf der Farm wo Daniel Stahl 
gewohnt hat. Seine Frau ist vor 4 Jahr gestorben, 
bu} it, ma\..e up our mind right away and buy it 
e en though it take the la t dollar ou ha\ e. Write 
me a quickly a po ible \\ hat ou intend to do. He 
ha to kno\\ b) Mar h be au e he intend to mo\e 
at that time. I wi h ou would decide 10 bu thi 
propert; ou would be ha"ing a good pie e of land. 
Toda I got a leller from Titu. I ee ou old 
your piece of land for 2. You did right. I 
a ked Kuber about term. He \ anted ca ho I told 
him that perhap you might not be able to ha e all the 
money a ailable at one time. He aid he did not care 
ery much if he had to \ ait t\ 0 or three month for 
part of it. O\J do not forget to bu thi propert 
and aloha e T itu a e up 0 he can buy Herman ' 
place. Then we would a ll hold adjoining land and all 
of it good . Hoffen' la nd cannot be bought any more 
for Ie than 2000 , a nd that fo r the 150 a'Cre . 
Furthermore I want you to know I ha e no t bought 
tho e heep yet. Could not get them now but by 
pring I ca n get Herma n' if I wa nt them a fter the 
shearing. 0 much from your brother 
Reading huler 
F. L. T. 
8. Receipt, David Jacoby, Hamilton, OHIO , for 
payment by A a Shuler, Hamilton OHIO, 15 April 
1856 
Received o f A a huler Two Hundred Dollars in 
Cash a nd a ote a t Six Month after date for Seventy-
five Dollars for the one Sixteenth part of the Miami 
Woolen Factory in Hamilton , 0. 
9. 
David Jacoby Adm. 
of Alf. Breitenbach Deceac ' d 
Letter Elizabeth S. Rosenberger to A a Shuler, 
28 February, [prob. 1863] (tran lation) 
Upper Milford, Feb. 28 
Dear Brother Asa, 
Your good new -filled letter had already come to us 
by the beginning of January and we were very plea ed 
with it. r would have written you before this , but time 
and circumstances prevented it. 
We have had a very cold winter up to this time, 
with much snow. Mother is well and healthy and so 
are the Josua' ,a well as the other friends and neigh-
bor ,a much as I know. 
I am quite well again also and on 20 February was 
married to Elias Rosenberger. He lives here on the 
farm where Daniel Stahl had lived. His wife died four 
years ago but he and hi children have continued farm-
ing up to thi time. But now he wants to give up 
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hat aber mit seinen Kindem fort gebauert. nun will 
er aber das Bauereii Aufgeben fur dies Jahr und will 
biss den 22 Marz Ausverkauffen. Er hat 5 Kinder. 
Die 3 Aeltesten sind Sbhnen . 2 davon sind fUr sich 
selbst, sind Am Biblen verkauffen. Der jungere geht 
dies Fruhiahr zum Handwerck, und die 2 Madchen 
sind 15 u. das Andere 18 jahr Alt. haben auch 
Platzen da sie hin kommen fUr diesen Sommer und 
Er kommt zLi uns fUr dieses Jahr und will in der 
Zeit sich irgendwo ein StUck Land aussehen fur zu 
kauffen so dass Platz genung ist fUr uns u . seine 
Kinder. Sein Geburts Ort ist gegen Philidelvia, nahe 
an Hielltaun. Dort wohnt sein Vater noch . seine 
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farming for this year and will sell out by 22 March. 
He has five children: the three older ones are sons, two 
of whom are on their own - they sell Bibles. The 
younger one goes to learn a trade this spring . The 
two girls, one fifteen and the other eighteen, also have 
places to work this summer and so he is coming 
with us for this year. In the meantime he is looking 
around to buy a piece of land so as to have a 
place for us and his children. His birthplace is toward 
Philadelphia, close to Hilltown, where his father still 
lives. His mother died about ten years ago. 
r ist ein geachter stiller eingezogener annanit, 
nun 0 sag es and a u. Breiden tein Familia, und 
kommt und be ugt un ,und ehet euren chwager. 
Di e utter Wundert wie es gehe mit Deiner au 
chlachterrei. Ob du dich damit erreicheren thu t 
oder gar verringeren? Bei un waren die au letzter 
paetjah r raar u. theuer. 
un will ich chlie en u. las e uch alle GrU en, 
und wlin che ehr uch ll e zu ehen. Die nguline 
u. Alli u. Lille ich wundere doch wie ie ankommen. 
Der Carle u. bille chmel u . H enry Franke werden 
auch bald gro ein. chreibt mier bald wieder; 
macht' nicht wie ich, chreibt ge chwinder. Ein Hau -
teuer au uerrer 0 reichangefU llten Fabrick wUrde 
mich gewis lich mehr Erfreuen, als wie erzUrnen. 
Das last sich Denken. So viel von 
Lizzie Ro en berger oder chuler 
10. Letter Silas Shuler, near Stafford Court Hou e 
VA, to a Shuler, [Hantilton, OHIO] 2 March 1863 
[original letter lost, rough tran lation only urvives] 
~I.\ . J () R (;E:\EH.\ L FI:A~Z ~[(;EL, l'. ". \'. 
II. Letter Silas Shuler , We t Philadelphia H o pita l, 
. PA, to [Asa Shuler, Hamilton, OHIO] 16 July 1863 
We I. Philadelphia hospital 
Juli 16ten 1863 
Am. I2te Juni haben mir Steffer Kort haus ver-
lasen und sint am 16ten in Fer fec k a n gekommen. 
am 17ten an Gu Krick und Waren da bies den 
24ten: am 21ten haben Mier ein kleinnes gefecht ge-
habl. das 3ten [23ten] die Wichen ha t die rechteln 
getriben gehat bies mir gekomen sint. am 24ten Sin t 
mir fort. den 26ten haben mi r den weit domeck 
gekrast. Den I . Juli fient mir in gete burck an 
gekomen . Den seIber tag int mir 18 meil gelau fen 
He i a re pe ted, quiet and retIrIng lennonite. 
o tell lande and Breiten tein' family about it, and 
come and \ i it u ; orne ee our brother-in-Ia\\. 
other wonder how ou are doing \\ ith our hog 
butchering, \\hether ou are gelling ri her or \\ hether 
ou're 10 ing money. Here \\ith u ,pig were arce 
and expen i e la t fall. 
I \\-I11 clo e no\\ and end all of ) ou our be t 
regard and wi h heartil LO ee ou all. ngelina 
and Ii e and Lillie, I wonder ho\\ the are doing . 
arl and Bill y male and Henr Franke mu t be gro\ -
ing up too. rite oon, don't do a I do, you \ rite 
more quickly. wedding pre ent from our \ ell-
LOcked factory would urely do more LO make me happ 
than it would anger me. Think about it. 0 mu h 
from 
Lizzie Ro enberger or huler 
10. Letter ila huler to a huler, 2 arch I 63 
(partia l & rough Engli h tran lation) 
March 2, 1863 
Mr . A a Shuler, 
I am letting you know that I am well and that I 
have been that way all the while. For over five 
month I have been an old Kitchen Maid. We have 
been building our winter hou e. On 3 February we 
moved for the la t time and on the Fifth we began 
building. During the enti re time we ha e been ha ing 
rain, now , and bad roads. 
We are now ten mile from Fredericksburg [portion 
illegible] two miles from Stafford Court House. Gen-
eral Sigel will attack Fredericksburg as soon as road 
will permit. The devil-taking will begin. We have 
many sick people and lots of them have died. I wish 
that thi war were ixty miles on the other side of 
Hell and not in America. We have almo t nothing 
to eat. ine corn pones [possib ly corn dodger -WT P] 
per day and a bit of [illegible. ] A long as we were 
in Ohio, we had enough to eat. We arrived in Washing-
ton on 2 ovember. T here I saw the la rge White 
H ouse, but in ide it is a black as the dev il. It is 
about fifty-five mi les fro m here to Wa hington a nd 
there is nothing but so ldiers a ll the way . [more pas ages 
illegib le .] 
W ri te me in return , then I will wri te you more 
about this [?] matter. 
Sila Shuler 
11. Letter Silas Shuler to A a Shuler , 16 July 1863 
(transla tion) 
Wes t Philadelphia Hospital 
Jul y 16 1863 
We left Sta fford Court House on 12 June and arrived 
at Fairfax the 16th. On the 17th at Goose Creek and 
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und sint urn 10 2 ur gettes Burck angekomen. urn 
3 ur haben mir anfachen zu fechten. Das 1 I. Kohr 
war den tag fanna traus. Wir sind zu rick getriben 
worten eine Meill auf ein ho[h]en higel an der Balte-
mor tanpeick. Da haben mir die Kanonne auf ge-
panst und Stein mauer urn die Kannonna rumgemacht. 
den antern tag haben mir wieter gefochten. Da habe 
mir den grunt behalten. Am 2 tag urn 6. uhr 
abens, ein prick ate vun Allabama und Lusiana hat 
uns am rechten flichel an gepackt. Sie sint gans 
bucklich den hiegel her rauf gekomen. Die Kannone 
haben gefeiert aber sie haben zu hoch gefeiert. Dan 
haben mier anfachen zu feiren aber zu hoch. Sie 
komen den hiegel her rauf bies auf die fleching 
Dan haben mir ein feier an sie gemacht. Dan sint 
etliche gefallen. 
Sie kamen ebout 15. fus wech zu uns. Unser Atse-
tant fragt den Cepten, "Wielt's du aufgeben?" "Nos-
ser!" der Atstant erschoss den Cepten. also bait war 
der linken fliegel vom die Wichen urn rick. die rebel-
len dan macht sie steckernis. es waren etwas iber 
800 mann. ich will beschliesen vier dies mal. 
ich hab etwas ver gessen: den 2 tag fechten ist 
einer hinter mir gefachlen und hat mir die bachetnet 
in die lincken waten gestossen. Das hat mir nach dem 
has bin pital gepracht. Ich weis nich[t] wie lang das 
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4. UniOn H osptlaJ.," 
From "Report of Select Committee 
(on) Soldiers National Cemetery," 
Harrisburg, 1865. 
there until the 24th: On the 21 st we had a 
The 23rd , the Artillery had taken posi-
tions on the right flank until we came in. On the 
24th we left again. The 26th we crossed the wide 
Potomac. Then 1 July we found ourselves arriving in 
Gettysburg. That same day we had marched eighteen 
miles and arrived at Gettysburg at two in the after-
noon; at three o'clock we began to fight. The 
Eleventh Corps was out front the whole day . We 
pulled back about one mile to a high hill [Cemetery 
Hill] on the Baltimore Turnpike. There we secured the 
cannons and built up stone revetments around these 
field pieces. The next day we fought again. We held 
our ground there. On the second day at six o'clock 
in the evening, a Brigade from Alabama and Louisiana 
attacked on our right wing. They were all bent over 
as they charged up the hill. The Artillery fired but 
they fired too high. Then we began to fire, but too 
high also. They kept coming up the hill right into the 
flat area in front of our position. Then we opened 
up our fire on them. Some of them fell. 
They came within about fifteen feet of our location. 
Our Adjutant asked their Captain, "Will you surren-
der? " "No, Sir!" So the Adjutant shot the Captain. 
Then the left wing of the Artillery surrounded them. 
Then the Rebels took to using their bayonets. There 
were over 800 men. 1 will close for this time. 
Oh, I forgot something: On the second day of 
fighting one soldier behind me, fell and stuck me in the 
calf of the leg with his bayonet. That sent me to the 
hospital. I do not know just how long I have been in 
here. So much from me, 
Silas Shuler 
12. LeLLer ila chuler, Jack onville, L , to a 
huler, [HamiILon, OHIO) 27 arch [I 64J 
J ack en ill, lorida 
arz den 27Len 
Mr . sa chu ler, 
ich las dich wic en da ich noch ge unL bin un 0 
hof ich da der Brief dich un deine amile auch 0 an 
Lreffen del. ich wiell dier eLwa chreiben on meiner 
rei. 
ich hab dier ge chriben am augu L I 63, on Koffin-
LOn g, KenLocke. den 8ten. ugu t bin ich nach der 
Kemb Demcor ge chickt. worben 19ten hosp idal : De 
19Len nach Kli e flant ho pidal ge chickL wOrLen. den 
26ten epLember hab ich ei nen furlor gekrigt un bin 
nach Kenten var 10 tag. Wi e die 10. tag uf waren, 
dan hat die Kaute ferr an ge fanchen. Dan hab ich 
gedenckt ich wolt noch pleiben bie den 13ten October, 
vor zu wa[r)ten, aber den 12ten bin ich aufgenumen 
geworten un bin nach ilnie ge chickt worten. den 
13ten, I nach Kallumbu , den 14Len nach in innete. 
Den 25ten bin ich durch H emelton nach DeLen und 
Kallumbu . Den 26ten nach Wieling und Harber 
Ferri und Baltemor. Oem 13 . ovember nach Warch-
enlon. den 14len nach AlleXander, Virginien. Den 
22ten nach der Fort Monro. Den 23ten nach Neyiork. 
Den 8ten December bin ich dort fart un kam den 
II te an hilleri het, Saut Kallia ; am den 15te kam ich 
zum rechement auf Kall Eiltlanl, aut Kalina mil 
$10.60 Baunte Uber die links chulter. 
Den 19ten Januar 1864. Sint mir nach falle Eilant 
SauL-Kalina gemauft; den 6ten Febewar int mir 
nach Schuns Eilant, den 7ten nach Sie pruck Eilant 
zum feinl. den 8ten Morchens urn fier ur haben 
wir ein FeihL gehabl aber das Ersl prickget hat ie 
gehalten. Das zweite prickget rickt far da i das 
107. Regment darin. Der feint ist zurick gefallen . 
Ich hab ju cht zwei Kugeln heren am mein Kobf 
verbeigehen. Wir haven kein Schu gefeierl. Den 
18ten Sint mir wietr 2 Meill Weiter for gerickl. 
Da haben mir ie in die hiling geiagt. wir haben ein 
gro en Kanunen un bicken feier an sie gemachl, 
aber Wier haben sie nicht rous gekr igel. Den II ten 
Sint Mir Wieter zurick an Faile Eulant. Den 13ten 
Sint Mir fort. Den 14len Sint Mier Jack en ViII, 
Floreda angekomen. 
Ich Mus beschli sen . chreib mir weiter, ich wolt 
Du det' mir die Zeitu[n]g: Der Wesl- Bolen, oter der 
Frjlen-boten Schicken. Die alres ist die: 
Silas Schuyler 
Compo A, 107lh O.V.1. 
I Bragade, Ames Di i ion, 
Jack inville Fla. 
Ich schreib ball wieler. ich wolt Du del' mir die 
Zweuy Zeu[t]ung chicken. 
12. Letter ila huler to a huler,2 ;l.lar h I 6-l 
(tran lallon) 
Ir. a huler, 
J a I.. 011\ il Ie, Florida 
2 ;l.lar h I 64 
I am letting you I..no\\ that I am till in good health 
and I hope Lhat Lhi leller may find you and your 
family the ame. I \\ ill \\ rite you omething abouL m 
Lra el. I \HOLe ou in ugu t I 63 from o'vington, 
Kentuck . [letter 10 tJ On ugu t they ent me to 
amp Demmer [?] and on the 19th I \\a hipped to 
the Ie eland Ho pita!. 26 eptember I recei ed a fur-
lough and reLurned to anton for ten day . hen Lhe 
ten da were up the ount Fair began and I thought 
I would ju L ta until I OCLOber but on the 12th 
I wa ca ll ed up and ent to \ ard Illinoi . The 13th 
[back] to olumbu and then on the 14th to incinnati . 
On 25 October I went through Hamilto n to Da ton 
and olumbu [agai n .] On the 26th to heeling, 
Harper Ferry and Baltimore a nd on 13 0 ember on 
to a hingto n. The 14th to lexa ndria , irginia, and 
lhe 22nd to Fortre Monroe and on the 23rd to ew 
York . We left there on 8 December and arri ed at 
Hille ry Head, outh Carolina, on the 11th . 15Deyem-
ber I came up with the Regiment on olt I land, 
outh Carolina, with $10.60 bounty over my left 
houlder . 
19 January 1864 we were mo ed to Folly I land, 
South Carolina, on 6 February to John' I land and 
on the 7th to eabrook I land to meet the enemy. 
On the eighth at 4:00 a.m. we had a fight. The 
Fir t Brigade held them back, then the econd Brigade 
advanced, the 107th Regiment along with them. The 
enemy had to retire . I felt the ru h of air from two 
rifle balls that passed close to my head. We did not 
fire a hot. On the eighteenth [really 10 February 
WTP] we ad anced another two miles and cha ed 
them into the hills. We had a large cannon and began 
to fire on them but we did not di lodge them. On 
the II th we went back to Folly I land again. The 
13th we set off and on the 14th arrived at Jacksonville, 
Florida. 
I mu t close now. Write to me again . I wi h you 
would end me the new paper, either the We tern 
Me enger [Der We t:Boten] or the Peace-Me enger 
[Der Frieden -BOlen.] The addre IS: 
Silas Schuyler 
Company A, 107th Ohio Volunteer Infantry 
Fir t Brigade, Ames Di i ion 
Jack onville, Fla. 
hall write more oon. [On econd thoughL,] I wanL 
you to end me the two newspapers. 
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VESTIBES DF THE MIRKLEY FIMILY 
By J. HOWARD FENSTERMACHER 
HISTORY OF THE MARKLEY FAMILY 
CEMETERY ASSOCIATION 
The Markley Family Association, Inc., Cemetery 
was started by Johannes Kempfer on a plot set aside 
on his farm located along the Skippack Pike (now 
Route 73). The exact date is not known, but Johannes 
purchased the farm from Henry Denlinger on April 
22, 1738, and it was some time after that. 
Johannes Kempfer (junior) his eldest son, took over 
the farm around 1755, and in turn Johannes junior's 
son, Abraham, took over the farm. It is noted that 
Abraham, also known as Abram, was the first Kempfer 
to drop the "F" from the family name - to Kemper. 
Abraham Kemper and his wife Maria (nee Johnson) 
had only one child, a daughter Ann, who married 
Philip Markley, a neighbor. Philip was the oldest 
child of Jacob and Maria (nee Koplin) Markley . 
Following the death of Ann's father, she and her hus-
band inherited the farm, including the cemetery. 
Philip had been operating the farm for some years 
before his father-in-Iaw's death, while Ann's parents 
resided with them. 
The Philip Markleys are reputed to have taken good 
care of the cemetery and Philip also kept records of 
the deaths in the area. At any rate, in the course 
of time the cemetery became known as the Markley 
Cemetery - with the Kempfer origin seemingly for-
gotten. 
The last burial in the cemetery is thought to be 
Philip Markley's interment in 1845. No records could 
be found, or indications from existing gravestones, 
that additional burials were made after that. 
Present ownership of the cemetery was obtained by 
the Markley Family Association, Inc ., on June 19, 
1926, for the sum of One Dollar, when the deed to 
the plot was conveyed from Harvey W. Tyson, then 
owner of the original Kempfer homestead farm, to the 
Markley Family Association, Inc. 
Research has revealed very little documentary evi-
dence to prove exactly who is buried in the Markley 
cemetery. Senior members of the Markley Family 
Association agree that Philip Markley, who owned and 
resided on the Kemper homestead, had kept a record 
of deaths in the area, starting with his father's death 
in 1821, and probably going back much further. 
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However, after diligent search this record has not been 
found to date. 
Mrs . Hannah Benner Roach, noted historian, of 
Philadelphia, before she died, advised us that she also 
was unable to find Philip' s original li st of Skippack 
area deaths. However, Mrs. Roach told us about a 
booklet listing deaths of the Skippack Region, pre-
sumably compiled by Philip Markley, Jacob Markley, 
Jacob K. Markley , " Old" Jacob Markley, Sr., and 
Jacob J. Markley - because their names are inscribed 
on the bookplate on the inside front cover of the 
booklet. Unfortunately, the information (in German 
text type) does not, in many instances, include the place 
of burial. 
There is also a booklet entitled, "Record of Skippack 
Deaths" by John M . Hartman, published June 8, 
1902, which lists 641 deaths occurring in the Skippack 
region from the years 1793 to 1845. It also does not 
in many instances include the place of burial. In 
the early days of the Markley cemetery there was a 
low, dry stone wall bounding the plot. The ravages 
of time caused this wall to disappear. 
The following paragraph from T. W. Bean's "History 
of Montgomery County", published 1884, refers to this 
cemetery: 
"On the northeast side of Skippack road, and 
about half a mile northwest of Amityville, is a 
private graveyard, inclosed by a stone wall; its 
dimensions are twenty-two by thirty feet. It ap-
pears to be filled with graves, but only a few stones 
bear inscriptions. The earliest date observed is 
that of 1776, but no doubt it existed much 
earlier. This was the burying-ground of the 
Kemper family and their relatives, the Markleys. 
The wall has now become greatly dilapidated, and 
long neglect is apparent. John Kemper, who is 
mentioned as holding one hundred acres in Salford, 
in 1734, was a deacon in the Dunkard Church . 
John and Jacob Kemper are mentioned in 1756 
as residing in Perkiomen, the former owning eighty 
and the latter fifty acres and having one child. 
The name of the former is mentioned in the assess-
ment of 1776 as holding eighty-five acres, two 
horses and three cows. The child mentioned was 
probably Gertrude Kemper, who died at a very 
advanced age about 1830, and who was said to 
have been the last of the family. Through the 
existence of this graveyard attention was directed 
to this brief mention of the Kempers." 
The first recorded Markley Cemetery restoration 
project was authorized in the early 1920's by the Mark-
ley Family Association, Inc., which was a strong 
and thriving organization at that time . A committee 
was appointed with Russell K. Markley, of Lansdale, 
as chairman to restore the cemetery, ha e it officially 
surveyed, and obtain a Deed for the plot from the 
Montgomery County Recorder of Deeds. The project 
was completed around 1924-26. 
Steel posts were planted at the four corner of the 
cemetery with three strands of strong tee 1 wire enclo -
ing the 38-foot quare plot. The top trand wa 
breast high and the bottom strand was about a foot 
off the ground . 
When [ made my first visit to the Markley ceme-
tery as a ten-year-old in [914, I was shocked at the 
sight and shall never forget the mass of poi on 
ivy, twice as high as [ was, and almost impo sible 
to penetrate. After the J 924-26 restoration project the 
cemetery looked respectable; but periodica lly again 
quick ly reverted back to a poison ivy jungle, subsequent 
visits revealed. Either from the weather, falling limbs 
from the big trees, or knocked over by vandals, 
ome of the gravestones fell over a nd were sub e-
quently stacked up on occasion against the big hickory 
tree in the center of the plot. Indications are tha t all 
the graves tones originally were lined up in rows along 
the south end of the cemetery. It is thought that the 
bodies were buried with the head to the South, but there 
is nothing to document this. 
The current restoration project was authorized by the 
Markley Family Association , Inc., at their a nnual meet-
ing in September of J 973 when the following committee 
was appointed to do the job : Eugene K. Kerr, of 
Skippack Township (now of Loysvi lle, Pa .); J . Ervin 
Shainline, and J. Howard Fenstermacher, both of 
Collegeville. 
Work was started soon after the reunion meeting 
when the committee (Kerr, Shainline and Fenstermacher) 
personally chopped out the poison ivy in the plot and 
spread chemicals to kill the roots of the ivy and weeds. 
A narrow path was also cleared in the right-of-way 
from Rt. 73 to the plot. Later the entire right-of-
way was cleared . 
The committee acknowledges assistance in both the 
physical and research aspects of the restoration from the 
following persons: Mrs. Hannah Benner Roach, 
Philadelphia; Wilmer Reinford, Creamery; Edgar W . 
Kehs, Schwenksville; Lloyd Kerr, Telford; Jay H. Fen-
stermacher, Graterford; John Mack, Lower Frederick 
Twp.; Lloyd Heacock, Skippack Village; George Wentz, 
present owner of the Kemper farmstead and others. 
John Mack, heavy eqUIpment contractor, took out 
the large trees from both the cemetery plot and the 
right-of-way. This included a very large hickory tree, 
over three feet in diameter and very talL The old 
monarch was estimated to be over 200 years old. 
Since it was located in almost the exact center of the 
cemetery plot, it is surmised that the tree wa either 
planted in the center, or that the boundaries were 
adapted so that it would be in the center. 
The large tump remaining after the tree wa remo ed 
cau ed the Restoration ommittee to ub equentl pIa e 
the ne Kemper- ark ley monument lightl) off of 
center. Th i wa done to a oid the e pen e and the 
time to remo e the huge tump, incidentall till 
there at thi writing. 
There \\ a al 0 a ery large oa J... tree in the right-
of-way, almo t four feet in diameter, and like\ i e 
e timated at 0 er 200 year old. Thi tree \ as di -
co ered to be only a hell, about eight inche thi k, 
with the inside hollow for about 15 feet up to the 
fir t branche, which had long ago broken off. hen 
the tree wa cut down a econd di co ery wa made . 
A large raccoon wa repo ing erenely in hi harbor 
on the grou nd at the bottom of the tump. The ud-
den expo ure to the limelight tartled the animal 0 
much that it was almo t 10 minute before he crambled 
the four feet up the in ide of the tump and beat it for 
parts unknown. 
The reason it was deemed necessary to remove all 
the trees from both the cemetery plot and the right-
of-way was to facilitate mowing and to eliminate the 
shade conducive to the vigorou growth of the poison 
ivy; but even more pertinent was the fact that'" for 
the aforesaid old hickory and oak tree, it appeared 
their time had come. Unless they were removed while 
sti ll in saleable condition for lumber, it would become 
an expensive removal job. The smaller trees, mostly 
ash, were removed by Mr. Kerr 's sons. All the trees, 
large and small, were removed for the wood, at no 
cost to the Restoration Committee. 
A large corrugated steel storm sewer pipe was in-
stalled in order to construct an earth bridge over the 
small stream, which meanders by the cemetery on the 
West side. Without this bridge access via the right-
of-way over the deep and precipitous ditch was diffi-
cult. The stream drains the large meadows to the 
North. 
The boundaries of both the cemetery plot and the 
right-of-way were marked with large granite stones dur-
ing the Fall of 1975, after all the trees, poison ivy 
and weeds had been cleared away. 
A mistake was discovered in the placing of the 
granite markers on the East side of the right-of-way. 
Because the committee could not locate the original deed 
and in order to speed up the project, they went ahead 
on the premise that the right-of-way was half of tbe 
width of the cemetery plot. However, a short time 
later after the new deed was obtained, it was then 
learned that the right-of-way was actually 20 feet 
wide. Therefore the three East side markers should all 
be one foot further East than their present location. 
Since so much work was involved the committee de-
cided to let the markers stay put where they are. 
Incidentally, the original deed was located soon after 
the duplicate had been made. 
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The nine granite markers were planted three feet 
deep, one at each corner of the cemetery, one in the 
middle of the cemetery marking the right-of-way, two 
marking the Route 73 entrance of the right-of-way, 
and two midway between Route 73 a nd the cemetery, 
one on each side of course . The big stones are ap-
proximately 42 inches long, and vary from 12 to 14 
inches wide and 8 to 9 inches in depth . They cost 
$25, and were paid for by Mr. Kerr of the com-
mittee. John Mack assi ted in the digging of most of 
the hole for the marker with his tractor post-hole 
digger. 
The committee located the new granite markers for 
the cemetery as near as possible in the exact spots 
where the old steel posts had been installed by Ru ell 
Markley's committee around 1925 , undoubtedly at the 
surveyor's points when the origi nal deed was drawn up . 
The old steel posts were badly ru ted and deteriorated 
but till plainly visib le . Exact locations were obtained 
with a builder ' t ransit, cross strings (X), and a 
"survey' " center point was marked on each stone. 
The sto nes are native granite from the Spring Mount 
Hill and were originally u ed as the front approach 
steps to the former Shoemaker's Store in the South end 
of Schwenksville. 
The urveyor' s original sta rting pin (1925) could not 
be found, poss ibl y because it was either covered or 
destroyed when Route 73 was relocated a few feet and 
considerably regraded, several years after the survey 
was made. A new guard rail was also put up at that 
time directly in front of the cemetery right-of-way 
entrance. The Pennsylvania Highway Dept. say they 
were unaware that there was a cemetery there, and have 
on numerous occasions promised to remove the same 
and put in a culvert; but to date have done nothing. 
The Kemper-Markley monument is also native granite 
from the Spring Mount Hill. The stone was probably 
cut for use as a street curbstone. It is approximately 
9 feet long, 22 inches wide and 8 inches thick. 
It is planted over three feet deep. The stone was 
purchased from John M. Graham, Barndt Road, Ea t 
of Sumneytown, for $17.00, and paid for by Mr. Kerr. 
Graham bought the stone when the Spring Mount Hill 
was being cleared in order to install a new ski slope. 
Erv. Shainline, of the committee, hauled the heavy 
stone to Coopersburg where the Coopersburg Granite 
Company, well-known monument dealers, dressed the 
stone and engraved the lettering thereon. The charge 
was $123.00 for this work. 
The help of Edgar Keh , retired Schwenksville monu-
ment dealer, · was much appreciated in moving the 
heavy stone, obtaining a favorable price for the en-
graving, and installing the stone in the cemetery. 
Incidentally, the monument was placed as near to the 
center of the cemetery as possible . .. without removing 
the big hickory tree stump ... a "monumental" task. 
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The historic old graves tones it replaced were then 
moved to the Trappe Historical Society Museum , where 
they are now on public di splay, safe from vandalism 
and theft. 
Before the old gravestones were removed from the 
cemetery, the Honorable Alfred L. Taxis, President 
Judge of the Orphans Court of Montgomery Cou nty, 
and at that time Pres ident of the Montgomery County 
Histori cal Society, was consulted concern ing the legality 
and adv isability of such procedure. Judge Taxis would 
not give a wr itten legal opi nion; but the Judge did 
verba lly acq uiesce. 
Most of the old gravestones in the cemetery came 
from a n o ld quarry located on the original pioneer 
Jacob Markley farmstead, according to what my grand-
father, Josiah B(enner) Markley told me (JHF of the 
committee): Grandpop told me that his father Jacob 
J(ohnson) Markley had told him. The Markley home-
stead was located a bit over a quarter mile South of 
the Markley cemetery. The entire original Markley 
homestead farm is now included in the Graterford 
Peniten tiary tract. My grandfather was born on the 
old homestead and later operated his own farm at 
the corner of what is now Route 73 and Perkiomen 
Creek Road . 
The strata of rock in the old Markley quarry was 
ha rder than any other rock formation found in that 
area, my grandfather sa id . Reputedly some, if not all, 
of the rock u ed in constructing the old Plank Road 
Mill Dam acro the Perkiomen Creek in that area, 
came from the Markley quarry. The Plank Road was 
a short link that connected the Skippack Pike and the 
Gravel Pike, now Rt. 73 and Rt. 29. 
An interesting sidelight on the old Markley quarry 
took place in 1928 when at the suggestion of the 
aforesaid JHF , Supt. Elmer Leightheiser with other 
Eastern State Penitentiary officials, investigated the 
pos ibility of using some of this rock in the con-
struction of the big concrete wall then being built 
to enclose the penitentiary compound. However, the 
engineers deemed the strata was not of sufficient volume 
to warrant reopening the old quarry. Incidentally, 
erosion over the years had completely obliterated any 
semblance of a quarry site. 
GRAVESTONES FROM 
THE MARKLEY CEMETERY 
The grave tones displayed here are from the private 
burial grounds presently owned by the MARKLEY 
Family Association, Inc. All but four of the markers 
are native field stones from the area. The two large 
marble stones are those of PHILIP MARKLEY and his 
wi Fe ANN and the two small marble stones marked 
P.M. and A.M . are thought to have been their 
footstones. The stones date from 1760 to 1845 and 
were placed, during the Fall of 1975, in the u eum of 
the TRAPP H ISTO RI L SO I TY in order to 
preserve them from vandalism and weathering. 
The MARKL Y burial ground is i olated in a \ ood 
on the farm presently owned by George entz and i 
located on the orth Side of Route 73, a t of the 
Lederach Cross Road . The afore aid gra e tone ha e 
been replaced by a large na live granite lab originally 
cut from a slone coming from nearby Spring Mount 
Hill. This slab has been planted upright near the 
midd le of th e old Cemetery and a dres ed portion of 
the s lone has been inscribed a follows: 
In Memory of 
lO HA ES KEMPFER 
and 
PHI LIP MA RKLEY 
. r -..: f 
Their Fami lies 
and Descendents 
Buried Here 
1760 - 1845 
ative gray granite marker stone placed as memorial to 
all, as conditions of older stones became more precarious 
in 1975. 
Name, initials and dates carved on old gravestones found in the MARKLEY 
Family Association Cemetery, deciphered to the be t of our ability, 
are as fo llows: 
In 
memory of 
PHILI P MA RK LEY 
who was born the 
10th day of November 
1773 
Died the 6th Day of 
Feb. 1845 aged 7 1 yea rs 
2 mo ns 26 days 
In 
memory of 
A NN MA RK LE Y 
who departed this 
li fe Sepl. 19, 1829 
Aged 47 yea rs 7 mo. 
7 days 
A . K. 
1838 
M . K. 
1828 
Large "bought" gray marble head tone, 
special cut top, 26" x 16", good conditi on, 
good ca rving. Initials P.M. cut on 
right hand bottom 
Smaller " bought " gray marble footstone. 
In itia l P.M. only, 19" x 10" , good co ndition, 
with imi lar special cut top . Evidently was 
foot stone for Philip Markley. 
Large "bought" gray marble headstone , pecial 
cut top, 3 1" x 12 1;2", good co ndition, 
good carving. 
Smaller bough t gray marb le footstone, 17" x 8", 
Ini tia ls A. M. on ly, with imi lar special cut 
top, good condition . Evident ly wa foots tone for 
A nn Mark ley. 
Und o ubted ly A BR A HAM KEM P E R. 
Large , hard, nice, area redstone, 26" x 13", good 
condi tion a nd exce llent craft ma n hip in the 
ca rving. A bra ha m was the fir st to drop the" F" 
fr0 1l1 the KEM P E R fami ly name . 
Und oubtedly MARIA KEMPE R . 
Orig ina lly was la rge , ha rd red stone but the 
bottom was broken o ff a t some time. Presently 
the sto ne is 18"x I6" and in fa ir condition . 
Carving mediocre. 
1. H oward Fenstermacher at the 
Markley Cemetery location shows 
the relative size and shapes of old 
stones. 
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M . (?) K. 
1760 
E. (?) K 
1776 
Age 14 yr. 6 mono 
UND 20 DAG 
J. H. K. 
1793 
Died -
Sept. 20, 1793 
(Information from 
Death in the Skippack 
Region. Montg. Co. Hist. 




Sept. 17, 1793 
B. K. 
1771 
IS" x 11" with carving 
J. (?) (H) (K) 
(1) 7 (6) (5) 
G. K. 
(?) (?) 18 
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Identity unknown, but evidently a KEMPFER. 
Small, 15 x 10 red area stone in fair condition, 
but the carving is weathered very much and gives 
indication of attempts to correct or deepen 
original carving. 
Identity unknown, but evidently a child of one 
of the KEMPFERS. The stone is a large 26" x 
IS" Irregular, area redstone, badly worn by the 
weather, but the carving is interesting. 
Undoubtedly JACOB H. KEMPFER. 
Large, irregular, yellowish tinted stone of different 
texture than any of the other stones found in the 
cemetery or the area. Part of the top is broken off 
but otherwise in good condition, now 18" x 16". 
Good craftsmanship in the carving with large 
discernible letters. 
Undoubtedly BARBARA KEMPFER. 
Small, red, hard, area stone, 15 x 10". Carving 
is so badly weathered it is nearly obliterated. 
Identity unknown, but might be a child of 
one of the KEMPFERS. Small red area stone 
IS" xii" with carving nearly obliterated 
by weathering. 
Identity unknown, but might be the original 
JOHANNES KEMPFER, or his son JOHANNES 
(Junior); because the first letter" J" is clear 
and so is the second number, "7". The last 
number might be a "5" or an "0". The 
third initial might be an "H" and the fourth 
initial might be a "K". It's small, red 
IS" x 10" area stone with the carving nearly 
obliterated by weathering. 
Identity unknown, but might be GERTRAUTE 
KEMPFER wife of Johannes KEMPFER (Junior). 
Small, red, IS" x 10" area stone with carving 
very much weathered. However, the G. K. ini-
tials are discernible. 
In addition to the previously mentioned stones, 
there is one rather thin, smoothly dressed, red, 
area stone with the top rounded off. 21" x 14" 
It may be that all the lettering weathered off, 
because the texture of the stone is softer than 
the rest of the area stones. 
There are also about a dozen small, flat, hard, 
red, area stones approximately IS" x 10", with 
no visible carving or indication thereof. Possibly 
these may have been used as footstones. At any 
The author examines the fallen B. K. ston 
with another 18th century stone behind his Ie . .'
hand. 
rate, we placed them standing again t a tree 
several feet from the north we t orner LOne 
marker of the emetery. 
MARKL Y C HOOL HI STORY 
The fo rmer Mark ley chool Hou e is located a long 
Route 73 ( kippack P ike) everal hundred yard South-
west of the Ma rkley Cemetery. The chool plo t, 
simila r to the cemetery plot, was originally a part of 
the Kemper fa rmstead . 
The red brick o ne- room bu ild ing, although now 
converted in to a three-room dwell ing still retain it 
original " choolhouse" a ppearance . The pre ent oc-
cupants are Mr. a nd Mr . Ivan R . Righter, who have 
owned and res ided in the building fo r the pa t 26 
years . The Righters have preserved the bell and the 
large slate boa rds origina lly lined up in front of the 
room behind the teachers desk. They also ha ve other 
artifacts and antiques . 
The plot for the schoolhouse was taken out of the 
former Kemper farmstead in 18 18, during the years that 
Philip and Ann Markley owned and opera ted the far m . 
It is thought that they donated the ground ... hence 
the name " Markley School House" . 
The school plot was enlarged in 1885, during Benja-
min T yson 's ownership of the farm , evidently to in-
crease the playground area. The deed transfer was 
dated July 14, 1885, from George Tyson to Public 
School Distri ct, for $78 .50. 
The chool was discontinued and the building closed 
around 1927, after the new Creamery Consolida ted 
School was built. The Markley School property was 
sub equently sold by the Skippack Township School 
Board. 
The " corner tone" of white marble i built into 
the peak of the front wall of the building . The 




Founded AD 1818 
Rebuilt AD 1852 
Rebuilt AD 1884 
KE P R ILY E DOT 
braham Kemper \ a repu ted to ha e er ed in the 
Re olutionary ar; but thi could no t be documented . 
Pre ent owner of the Kemper farm tead (now 4 
acre) i George B. entz, a er di tant relati e 
o f Peter entz, who wa prominent in earl Mont-
gomery hi tory. George i a large cale turkey rai er 
on the farm , and al 0 i a partner in the entz Brother 
turkey bu ine at Lederach. The pre ent Wentz 
dwelling was built by r . entz, and i not the 
original Kemper homestead. 
Harvey Ty on, a previous owner of the farm, rai ed 
muskrats and bullfrog commercia lly in about a dozen 
artificial ponds he con tructed. An extremely thick 
layer of ancient clay depo it under the wide meadow-
lands made the e pond feasible. At lea t fi e of the e 
ponds are ti ll in evidence a nd fi lled with water. 
Incidenta lly, Tyson' s bu ine ventures were never very 
success ful. 
Johanne Kempfer and Su an na Katherine Bartman, 
who origina lly started the cemetery, were ma rried in 
the First Presbyterian Church , P hila., on April 2, 1720. 
The Kemp fers bought 11 0 acres in what was then 
P erk iomen Township , from H enry Denlinger in 1738. 
They bought 25 additional ac res from Rudo lf Lapp 
on March 3, 1743 . 
By the senior J ohannes' will , dated March 19, 1775, 
his eldest son Johannes (j unior) received 80 acres of the 
farm and Jacob received 50 acres . It is presumed the 
buildings and the cemetery were included in the junior 
Johannes'share. 
J ohannes (j unior) died between 3 and 4 oclock on 
November 1, 1793. It is not known when hi wife, 
Gertraute, died a nd her maiden name is also not known. 
However , according to an undocumented report, Ger-
traute was the last survivor of the Kempfer famil y, 
a t least in the Skippack area. Johannes (junior) and 
Gertraute had a son and three daughters, but no in for-
matio n concerning them could be found . 
Jacob Kempfer , died on Sept. 20, 1793, three days 
after the death of his wife , Barbara, on Sept. 17, 
1793 . Jacob was the youngest son of Johannes (senior); 
but no information about offspring, or if there were 
any , could be found. 
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llennsytvonia 
\\~ nutc~ ~~ 
~fOrh test\va\' 
2. "Seller roathoarich gaisbuck Shumocher, " the man who 
made the Folk Festival come alive, Dr. A lfred L.Shoemaker 
prepares f or the 1951 Festi val with Ben Herman. 
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Photo · J-/eilmall 
3. "Die Wunnernaus, "G. Gilbert Snyder checks the time as 
he and Dr. Alvin F. Kemp swap folk say ings and "schtories 
uff Deitsch" on Berks County radio in 1951 . 
1. The tens of thousands of \ 
each year since its inception if 
hearty laughter at country j OkE 
4. During those early ye 
directed the staging of chi 
y oung and old. 
5. By 1954, the Kut ztown Folk 
Festival had al/racted a national 
audience. Arlene Francis interview 
Dr. Shoemaker and Milton Hill, 
our barn sign painter, for 
New York television . 
!lfIve always shared the joy of 
Pellllsr/VUlliu Fo/kltfe Archj\'es. 
8. Daisy Sechler, 
"the chickel1lady, " 
has prol'ided edu-
cational description and 
kitchen hUJ7lor to young 
learner and old Ii tener . 
Phuto Panom 
6. Ur inus ollege elllinars for credit callle in 1975. Teacher 
Le ter Breininger and Dr. Earl Robacker meet tudent Jane 
tin men and Judith Fryer at the r inu tent. 
7. A ntique and operationa/farm machinery 
each year offers a perspective of 
everyday life on the oldentimefarm. 
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Photo· HarIman 
10. As a teaching 
device, Goschenhoppen 
Historians brilig shoo-fly, 
funny cake and 
other authentic foods to 
hungry visitors, 
with explanations. 
13. The country fiddler leads out Photo - Heilman 9. Mother and child dressed in the style of 
the nineteenth century reflect thefamily 
atmosphere the Festival would convey. 
the musicfor the Reinholds Square Dancers 
during an Old Timers' Evening. 
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II. "Axle grease on all of them?" 
Proper attention to equipment and 
tools is required; so is contemplation. 
Ph olO-Srrickler 
Ph o to-Tritsch 
12. Who can forget nonogenarian 
Phares Herzog, his herpetology 
and his philosophy of 
the active life? 
15. 
Pholo Wunro 
Photo - Munro 
Photo - Munro 
14. Square Dancing is also an exercise for youth . 
One of many organized groups who danced 
at Kutztown Folk Festival in 1979. 
16. Mountain Bummy, bookman at Folk Festival, 
swaps herb remedies and hunting lore 
while he discusses used books and sells a few. 
,~ . 
. -. 
Photo - Munro 
18. Lois Harting has developed thefolk art 
of Fraktur Drawing into afine art, 
and all with those quill pens. 
J 7. Friendly and energetic neighbors 
using simple, old-style hand tools, make 
forgotten operations, procedures and 
crafts live once more. 
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The Rural Village 
By AMOS LONG, JR. 
With photographs by the author. 
Photo - Parsons 
Several contiguous rural villages in Westphalia, German 
Rheinland. Dwelling houses and farm buildings cluster 
about " Hofe" or courtyards. Farm fields lie beyond 
and on extreme outer perimeter, the woodlands. 
The rural village is an outgrowth of surrounding 
farmland with its fields, meadows, orchards, wood-
lands, dirt roads and streams. It is a concentration 
of inhabitants located within the farming community 
although not necessarily actively engaged in agriculture 
as were the early village dwellers in Europe. 
Except for the concentration of houses, shops, re-
ligious and educational structures, the village in Penn-
sylvania and America was unlike those in Europe, 
especially in the Palatinate and Rhineland region of 
Germany from which many of the early German selllers 
had come. Those who lived in an early village in 
America did not go out each day into the fields 
to work nor did they concentrate in one area primarily 
for protection as they did in Europe. 
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A ro w of beautifully constructed large, stone houses line 
both sides of main street in Minersvillage, Lebanon 
County, Pa . Built orginally for the iron ore miners at 
Cornwall. 
The terms vi llage and town though in common use in 
Pennsylvania have no lega l status according to law. 
A village is la rger than a hamlet and smaller than a 
town. It is not a municipality within a state. It is 
not a structure of government. -It is not self-govern-
ing and therefore remains a part of the township in 
which it is located. The village and surrounding 
farms are governed by a local system of township 
government. 
In general Pennsylvania is divided into counties, town-
ships, cities and boroughs. Townships were established 
by the General Assembly before there were people 
living in some of the designated townships. They are 
class ified into first and second clas. To be a fir t 
class township there must be a minimum of three 
hundred people per square mile and the residents must 
agree to become first class by means of a referendum. 
All other townships remain econd class. Some town-
ships have fewer than fifty inhabitants. According to 
the Department of Community Affairs there are 1460 
second class townships and 92 fir t class township in 
Pennsylvania. Until the mid-nineteenth century Penn-
sylvania with few exception was overwhelmingly rural 
with many small villages. Settlements were much Ie s 
compact and strong rural communities had not yet 
developed. 
Roadsign designating Schoeneck (Beautiful Cornel) 
village limits, Lancaster County , Pa. Many villages 
ha ve farm buildings within lim its. 
There a re still numerous villages located thro ugh-
out the vario u town hips within the state of Penn yl-
vania. When a village o utgrows itself in size a nd 
capacity it is incorporated into a la rge r status . A 
pecific number of inhabitants a re required before it i 
eligible to change its sta tus lega lly. Ma ny rura l village 
of an earli er century have gro wn in to a bo rough , 
town or city or because of preading o ut so widely 
have merged with an adjoining town or city . Ma ny o f 
our pre ent day citie were but a sma ll vill age in times 
past and man y a village at present will be a city in 
the future. 
Villages and towns in southeastern and south-central 
Pennsylvania are separated one from another by o nly 
hort di stances . It is one of the most heavily populated 
areas in the United States and yet there are no two 
vil lage alike . Originally some had and still have a 
mall square in the center of the village. Some of these 
vi ll ages retain a considerable amount of character, 
rural charm, beauty and appearance of an earlier 
period. 
Such early settlements developed at a cross road or at 
a point where traders, wagoners and drovers met. 
A vi ll age was frequently the result of an ambitious 
merchant or craftsman who sought out an ideal lo-
cation to promote trade and industry . The village pro-
vided a place for supplying the farmer and villager 
with their needs . 
When a mill became established, it inevitably became 
a place of activity and gathering . Usually it was not 
very long until other forms of economic activity were 
attracted. Perhaps later some craftsmen set up shops 
and became a part of the embryo community . Next 
Large f rame-strucrured grisrmilliocared near heridan, 
Berks County, Pa . Sa wmill earlier located beneath 
roof aI/ached to gri tmill. 
an aggre i e entrepreneur , a LOrekeeper , with a tock 
of good, et up a frontier trading po t or general 
sto re . Such a perso n became largely in t rumenta l in 
promoting a center for increa ed ervice to the co m-
mun ity . He purcha ed o r t raded tore good fo r 
exce prod uct from the farmer a nd local craft men . 
He gave pecia l order to the art i an and far mer as the 
demand arose which helped pu r pro perity. 
Water power for tu rn ing a gri tmill o r awmill , 
amo ng the ea rl ie t and most in dispen ible u tili tie , wa 
an importa nt factor in determining the locatio n and 
developmen t of a rura l haml et o r vi ll age. The mill wa 
the center where people came with their grai ns o r log 
so roads a nd bridges were built to get there a nd 
frequently a vi ll age grew and pro pered around the 
mill. Because there were few co nnecting tra il a nd no 
highways, each ea rl y village was largely dependent 
upon itself fo r every nece sity consequentl y the sma lles t 
vi llage had its own mill s fo r fl o ur, meal, feed , linseed 
oil and cider. 
Man y early villages grew up near wa ter because of 
transporta tion . There was no other way for trans-
porting heavy loads which ex plains why most early 
inland villages and towns were located on rivers 
and large creeks . Other villages developed around a 
shipping center along cana ls and railroads . Some were 
the result of a mining or manufacturing industry which 
located nearby. 
Until the mid-nineteenth century, most rural com-
munities were mere hamlets or villages consisting of a 
general store, a tavern, one or more churches, a black-
smith shop, perhaps one or two other shops of local 
craftsmen and several houses. If the village -was large 
enough it may have contained in addition to the houses 
of workers and retired couples those of a loal pastor, 
school teacher, doctor and lawyer. 
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Typical small general store-post office arrangement. 
Located in Trexler area, Lehigh County, Pa. 
Such early villages were mostly self-contained com-
munities in which the residents worked with each other, 
went to the same church, visited back and forth with 
friends and relatives and rarely got outside the commuruty. 
Farmers and their families or certain members of the 
family from outlying areas came into the village when 
necessary to trade at the general store, to get the mail, 
to shoe a horse, take grain to the mill, to have some 
logs sawed or attend church. Even though most village 
dwellers supplied their own foods, in later years, some 
went to Wednesday or Saturday market held on the 
square in a nearby larger town or city or obtain some 
of their food needs. 
The village provided diversions unlike those at home. 
There was time for news, politics, gossip, just sit 
around or have a friendsly game of checkers. Villagers 
and farmers took time to help each other with their 
work and with it had some fun. Community spirit in 
village live showed itself at contests, parades , parties, 
fairs, frolics and gatherings of all kind. There were 
few if any newspapers, fewer public meetings and 
irregular preaching. Each community had a distinctive 
social life determined largely by the nationalistic group 
or groups that comprised a majority of the inhabitants. 
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century it 
was customary for many farmers who were no longer 
able to be actively engaged on the farm because of 
age, to build or buy a house and retire to a nearby 
village. A large percentage of the population in such 
villages were retired farmers and their wives. The vil-
lage was considered a retreat for the elderly and re-
tired. Moving to a village meant giving up lifelong 
friends and neighbors and becoming adjusted to a 
strange environment. 
Among the Amish and other conservative Mennonite 
groups who retire from the responsibility of a farm 
operation, most remain on the farm in their declining 
years because of church regulations. Among such 
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families the farm was passed on to one or more of 
the children, frequently the youngest boy . When one 
of the children stayed on the farm, it was a common 
practice for the parents to move into several rooms on 
one side or build an addition to the house as needed . 
In this way they could associate daily with their children 
and grandchildren and yet be separate or alone as 
desired. Nor was it unusual for the father to help 
with the farm chores several days a week or several 
hours a day as needed. As part of his remunera-
tion, he would receive his meat, milk and eggs or he 
may have kept several subsistence animals on the farm. 
Helping on the farm was also a common practice among 
those whose parents moved to a nearby village; par-
ticularly during the adjustment period. 
In most instances the retired farmers and their wives 
whether they remained on the farm or moved to the 
village had accumulated fund s or property to help 
compensate their children or relatives for any care that 
was given during the latter years of their life. If there 
were no children who were interested in the farm, 
which was a rarity, it was rented or sold. 
In the village there were few chores which had to be 
done. Usually the retired farmer and his wife made 
work for themselves in one form or another. It was 
common for them to have a lawn and garden. Some 
kept a horse or two for transportation, a cow for milk, 
butter and cheese, one or more pigs were kept to 
butcher during the colder months and a flock of chickens 
and other fowl for eggs and meat. As a result the 
feeding, milking and care of the animals provided some 
chores. 
Most retired farmers and their wives did not know 
how to idle away time nor did they want to or enjoy 
it. They were unhappy for something to do. They 
missed their daily round of chores. He longed to feel 
the plow and axe handle. She missed the familiar 
household routine. They continued to rise early each 
day. They had been accustomed to it for so long 
and now it was difficult if not nearly impossible to 
change. 
Winter was torture for the menfolk. The porch and 
sidewalk were swept several times a day. When snow 
occurred numerous paths were shoveled even out on 
the road. Perhaps an hour or more to a half day 
were spent in the general store or blacksmith shop 
sitting on an empty box or leaning against the hitching 
rack outside. When finally spring arrived the retired 
farmer may have gone back on the farm to help but 
usually things did not seem the same. Such moving 
human tragedies were common in early rural village. 
In addition to the farmers who retired to the village 
there were workmen in mills and factories and small 
tradesmen who lived there. Generally they were not as 
prosperous as the retired farmers. The circuit riding 
preacher or pastor of a church was frequently a resident 
and among the most respected within the community. 
Other who were held in high e teem when the, made 
their home there were the J u tice-of-lhe-Peace, (squire) 
or lawyer who set up hop for the inhabitant to 
secure titles to their properly or bequeath it in a la t 
will and tes tament and the phy ician or practioner 
of medicine who admini tered to the pain and ill 
of those in the community. mployer, bu ine and 
government official when re ident were al 0 among 
the prominent. Villager al 0 from time to time be-
came active in local, county and urban politic in 
order to gai n some conlrol of the election and legi -
alture. 
The rural village was stronghold of plain and imple 
folk . There was no one vi llage or community which 
wa completely ettled or inhabited by anyone nation-
ality or ethnic group. In the German settled areas of 
Pennsylvania there were many villages which were at 
one time predominantly German. Scotch , Irish, En-
glish and smaller numbers of other ethnic groups also 
settled along side them in the village. Penn ylvania 
German or Dutch was the predominant language in 
many such vi llages during earlier year and ca n till 
be heard in some homes, in the market place and at 
other socia l meetings. English spoken with an accent 
continues to be overheard among the descendant of 
the German element that earlier settled these region . 
A paradox of the German settled area of Penn yl-
vania i that one will find a great many variation 
of place name. Many vi llages which later grew into 
towns and cities were named after the original water-
powered mill. Mill with a suffix such as Millbach, 
Millcreek, Milltown, Millville, Millford, Millton, Mill-
wood, etc. is common. With the pa ing of time some 
took on a variation in spelling by dropping one or 
more letters such as Milton or Milford. Other varia-
tions such as Mill Hollow, Mill Landing and Mill 
Village were used. 
The name of many village were formed by a com-
bination of a German family name with ville which is 
of French origin such as Kleinfeltersville. Schnecks-
ville etc. or with town which i of English origin 
uch a Hellertown, Hecktown, etc. Some place name 
are of distinctly German origin such as Schoeneck, 
Waldeck, Eshbach, Hosen ack, etc. 
Some villages which have grown into towns or citie 
have the more suitable German origin burg as a uffix 
such as Hamburg, Frieden burg, etc. Words or names 
were added to another noun uch a Corner, (Leeds 
Corner), Wharf, (Hummels Wharf), Station, (Rein-
holds Station), Store, (Landis Store), Tavern, (Har-
pers Tavern), Crossroads, Gap, Heights, Creek, Haven, 
Summit, Run, Lake, Grove, Woods, Hills, Ridge, 
Mills, Valley, Forge, Furnace, Ferry, Port, Springs, 
Points, etc . Suffixe uch as land, bend, ford, field, 
dale, etc. were al 0 used. 
There are \ illage \\ hich bear religiou name be au e 
of the religiou background of tho e \\ ho originall 
ellied there u h a Belhel, phrata, et. There are 
other \\ hich pre ene the name of old inn and 
ta ern uch a Red Lion, ro Ke , even tar, 
etc. ore place name of \illage in Penn 1\ ania 
are of ngli h origin than erman becau e of the 
ngli hellier who named them. In addition there 
are ome illage whi h bear Indian name. Th re are 
place name be to\ ed bother nationali tic group, 
Bohemian, ora ian, AI atian, Iri h, el h and Hol-
land Dutch among other. 
The tream or reek a long \ hich the mill wa located 
wa frequentl cho en a the boundr line eparating 
one illage from another municipality. 
When the parent or gra ndparent in tead of remain-
ing on the farm toiling for their chi ldren or gra nd-
chi ldren and Ii ing on one ide of the farmhou e or 
in a smaller attached or eparate tructure cho e to re-
tire and build or buy a hou e in a nearby illage 
there were important can ideration in the election of a 
hou e ite. Among the e were location be ide or near 
a roadway, tran portation , nearness to neighbor, 
acce to upplie and water upply . Soil quality, 
expo ure and drainage or land were likewi e important 
factor. Many of the hou es were built on loping 
ground providing ea y acce to the lower level from 
the outside. 
Some of the fir thou e built in the hamlet or 
village were log tructures a story-and-a-hal f or two 
stories high. The log were generally square hewn 
and the mortar between the logs was whitewashed. 
During the middle of the eighteenth century the log 
dwelling was alma t univer al in the village and towns 
in Pennsylvania German settled area . 
John F. Wat on in hi book Annals of Philadelphia 
and Pennsy lvania, in the Olden Time; noted concerning 
an anonymous traveler from Reading to Lebanon in 
Primitive log cabin structure earlier located north of 
Main Square in Schaefferstown, Lebanon County, Pa. 
Note steep roof and central chimney. Now demolished. 
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1829. " Almost all their (German) houses are of squared 
logs neatly fra med-o f two stories high . . . (T)he 
ta te is to white-wash the smooth morta r between the 
logs, bu t no t the logs themselves , thus making the house 
in stripe o f a lternate white and dusky wood colour . . 
Their houses were shingled with lapped shingles ." I 
Other earlier travelers in the same area including the 
French exile , Colbert-Maulevrier, noted that Womels-
dorf and Myerstown were villages of log houses . 
Early stone dwelling with two door front typical of 
numerous Pennsylvania German houses. Located in 
Berne area (Hamburg) Berks County, Pa. 
Although log houses were being built 111 the nine-
teenth century they were being replaced by ubstan-
tial frame, stone and brick dwellings particularly by 
second, third and fourth generation descendants of the 
original settlers . When the logs rotted or the house 
began to settle it was frequently replaced with a frame 
structure especially after machine sawed framing lum-
ber and boards were more readily available. By this 
time nails had begun to replace wooden pegs. The 
log houses which were in good condition were covered 
with clap-board siding or wood shingles which gave 
them the appearance of a frame structure on the out-
side. A number of log structures disguised with a 
sheathing of boards or shingles still exist in the village , 
towns, and farmsteads throughout the areas of German 
settlement. One such more than two hundred years 
old exists wherein the writer and his family have 
dwelled for most of their lives. 
Prosperous Pennsylvania Germans were among the 
first to build stone and brick dwellings both in the 
village and on the farm. Many were constructed 
before the time·of the American Revolution. Those on 
the farm were usually more spacious and better built 
than those in the village. Many such hou es reflect 
Teutonic influence. Some were two-and-one-half 
stories with central chimney, a more steeply pitched 
roof with beautifully proportioned dormer windows 
and elaborate cornices, pem roof structures which ex-
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tended across the gables and frequently around the fir st 
story. There was a frequ ent use of arches inside and 
out and some had carving in th e wooden (Doric) 
doorways and in the wood-work along the eaves . 
These houses with their dignified proportions were 
solid yet simple in des ign. They di splayed a heaviness 
of timber and stone a sturdiness of construction remi -
niscent of medieval practice . The German builders 
put a great amount of feelin g in their building. 
The frame, stone and brick houses that succeeded 
log cabins and houses were usuall y more pretentious 
and more adequately equipped . There were a grea ter 
number of windows and panes were becoming larger. 
The windows were hung with weights and had solid 
shutters. Another architectural feature was the porch 
or stoop which was being added in both front and 
rear areas; particula rly on those houses facing the 
street. The benches or seats on eith er side of the stoop 
provided an ideal place for leisurely conversa tion on a 
summer evening after all the chores were completed. 
Gray limestone and red sandstone, both good for 
building purposes , were used extensively in south-
eastern and south central Pennsylvania because they 
were more readily available than brick. Corner quoin-
ings of dressed red sandstone or grey limestone were 
common. Occasionally an exposed north or west wall 
or the entire building exterior was covered with plaster. 
Unlike the clay mortared exterior rough surface of many 
early farmhouses those in the village were generally 
smooth with lime mortar. 
Just as the log cabin and stone house were charac-
teristic of the eighteenth century, brick and frame 
houses became more prevalent during the nineteenth 
century. Village predominant with stone houses are 
common in certain areas of German settlement while 
brick dwellings more prevalent in others . Many of the 
village houses had an ell attachment to the rear, 
some of them of considerable length. Frequently the 
ell had a porch on the ground level and a balcony 
on the second floor. 
Some of the village houses have architectural oddities. 
One of these is the two front doors. Some are indica-
tive of two dwellings under the same roof; however, 
many such houses were planned for only one family. 
Although no one has seemingly been able to provide 
a valid reason for thi occurrence, it is believed to 
have been basically a convenience factor. Another 
feature of some of the houses was the pent or hood 
roof between the first and second and second and third 
stories. Such roof structures helped protect the chink-
ing between the logs and the mortar between the stone. 
An unusual practice in later years was that of paint-
ing the exterior brick walls of the house. The brick s 
on some houses were painted and lined between with 
white paint to simulate mortar. The writer found 
that in some instances only the wall forming the 
back of the porch is painted po sibly to pro ide a 
warmer tone and a more tidy appearance. 
An interesti ng a rchitectural feature of many of lhe 
old stone ho uses built of wiss and Palatinate ance lr 
is the hou e inscription cut into a tone which \ a 
placed over the doo rll intel or high and con picuou 
in the fro nt wa ll or gable of the hou e. Generally 
it bore the name of the builder and that of hi 
wife a long with the year o f erection. Some of the 
inscrip tions were fa r mo re a mbitious and included Bib-
li ca l qu ota ti ons. 
Man y of the e fine, o ld houses ha e been retained 
in their o rigina l fo rm others have been di figured by 
un uita ble modern attractio n or additions. Tho e 
house bui lt between the middle of the eighteenth to 
the midd le of the nineteenth centuries represent what 
many consider the bes t in P ennsylvania ru ra l archi-
tecture. Their beauty lay in im plicity of de ign, 
uti lity and excellent workmanship . They had a dignity 
and individuality of their own . Most of them were 
bui lt by ski lled , loca l craftsmen . 
After 1850 hou ses were embell ished wi th ornamenta-
tion , cupolas a nd many o ther elaborate and meaning-
less excrescences . T he red, brick ho uses of the later 
Victori an era were in vari ably trimmed in whi te. Mo t 
of them had huttered windows and a stoop adj a-
cent to the front door. 
Many of the houses in mos t villages a t present how 
li tt le or no architectural meri t, except some of the 
earli er structures from the late eighteen th o r ea rl y 
nineteenth centurie. Many of the better example 
have been abolished over the years to make way fo r 
progress . T he vi llage, however , more tha n the town 
and city has been more success fu l in preserving ho uses 
of a rchitectu ral merit wh ether they be log, stone o r 
brick. 
T he central feature of the early house was the fir e-
place which occup ied a large area of the kitchen . 
It wa here the fa mily cou ld gather together to work , 
talk and be entertai ned . In terio r arrangements re-
mained simple. T he house included the kitchen (Kliche), 
li vingroom (Wohnstube), bedrooms (Schlofstube) , and 
perhap a ha ll (Gang). T he more imposing structures 
conta ined la rge serviceable areas on the upper and lower 
levels a nd fi replaces in evera l or a ll the room. 
The rooms were large, some with wood panels. A 
spaciou hallway with a stairway provided easy acces 
to the second floo r. The cella r contained a heavy 
stone foundatio n on wich the structure rested. Some 
dwellings also included a huge a rched ce lla r which 
was used for storage of frui ts , meats, milk, b utter 
and beverages . The garret a lso served as a storehouse 
for smoked mea ts, nuts, teas a nd herbs. In a eparate 
room in the ga rret o r in a no ther pa rt of the house 
provisions were made for spinning and weaving . 
Some village houses had a small structure attached 
Semi-attached stone summerhou e located in Berne area 
(Hamburg) Berks County, Pa. 
which wa u ed a a ummerhou e or outkitchen. 
Except for leeping, it wa here that the fa mily Ii ed 
and worked during the heat of the ummer mo nth . 
The a rea pro ided a place to perfo rm many of the 
household chore, particula rl y the preparatio n of foo d , 
cooking, dr yi ng a nd canning. Th e u e of thi a rea 
eliminated the heat fro m coo king in the la rger kitchen 
and allowed fo r more co n enience and eco nomy. 
The a rea wa a l 0 u ed fo r chore uch a la undrying 
and bu tcheri ng. The size of the tructure varied "de-
pend ing on the need of the fa mily. Ma ny had la rge 
windows and porches and a pro tected passagewa y 
to the la rge hou e. Some conta ined a n attached ba ke-
oven in addi tio n to the fireplace a nd a root cella r 
benea th the structure for added convenience. 
Some women were 0 accustomed to ba king in a 
bakeoven, they preferred it to the stove . The bake-
oven was usually an adj'unct to the summerhouse with 
an opening into the fireplace . It was constructed with 
stone and brick or a combination of these materials 
A ttached stone bakeoven with red tile roof located in 
Blandon area, Berks County, Pa. 
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with mortar . Again the oven eliminated the intense 
heat in the kitchen during the ummer month and 
the hearth provided an exce llent place for drying food s 
for later u e. 
The cooling cellar was u ed before the days of 
refrige ration for storage and pre ervation of food . 
The ventilated room wa walled with tone or brick on 
a ll ide many with an arched cei ling a nd completely 
beneath the ground urface. Entrance into ome was 
gained from within and from the outside. The floor 
wa u ually earthen but many which continue to find 
u e have been concreted in more recent year 
Exterior view of typical and very intere ting 19th 
century cave cellar located in Schaeffer town, Lebanon 
County, Pa. 
Separate from or in conjunction with another building 
wa the smokehou e. The tructure wa u ed a a 
moking chamber to help pre erve the family' s upply 
of meat after it had been cured. Many village familie 
butchered one or more hog a nd part of or an en-
tire beef. The mokehou e wa con tructed with wood, 
tone or brick or a combination of the e material . 
Stone and brick made the tructure more durable and 
Large stone smokehouse located in Chambersburg area, 
Franklin County, Pa. Constructed circa 1850, on 
property of Colonel Ben Chambers descendant of the 
fOllnder of Chambersburg. 
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safe. The smokehouse had no windows. The door 
for entry was the only opening into the building ex-
cept for the firepit, ash pit and any vents or openings 
on the side or roof. The building was usually square 
or slightly rectangular; the sides measuring from six 
to eight feet or more and eight or more feet high. 
The size of the structure was determined by the amount 
of meat to be moked and to give the best results . 
The fire arrangement was located within the smoking 
chamber 0 that the moke would have to pass freely 
up over the meat and out of the house. The roof 
structure varied, the shed and pyramidal among the 
most common. 
Outdoor privies and sheds in backyard area located in 
Midway, Lebanon County, Pa. Note crescent design 
in privy door (foreground) to provide light and air. 
The outdoor privy was one of the mo t important 
outbuildings to be found in the backyard area. It 
wa con tructed for family use; quare or slightly 
rectangular in ize from five to seven feet wide and 
seven or more feet high . Most were constructed with 
lumber and had a shed, gable or hip type roof. 
Other were con tructed with the same material as 
the house and for it was chosen the fine t of tone 
or brick. It was located near but not too close to the 
dwelling so that it could be reached easily and quickly 
in emergency or bad weather. The heart, diamond, 
triangle, star, or cre cent ymbols which were cut 
or built into or above the door provided light and 
venti lation. Frequently the sea ts inside were too high 
or too low and the openings in the seat were too 
large or too mall. Mo t privie had no windows. 
Some had double walls for warmth and a lso contained 
a ventilating duct. Within its walls were kept uch 
articles a brooms, brushe , a carpet beater, old work 
clothes, hoes, boot, etc. Many contained a shelf 
built again t the wall near the upper level on which 
were stored seasonal article uch as seeds, spray, 
small tools, eLc. KepL spoLies Iy clean they were cleaned 
each week along wiLh the oLher hou ehold chore. 
Because of greaLer convenience, saniLa Lion and Lhe 
introduction of many modern device the number of 
oULdoor pri vies in the mall village have in mo L 
inSLance pas ed o uL of exi Lence excepL where they ha e 
found use as a LOrage hed. 
Typical village small barn located in Stouchsburg, Berks 
County, Pa. Many such structures are presently used 
as garages for automobiles. 
On mo t of the village propertie the re was a barn 
or hed con tructed in the rear of the lot to hou e a ny 
animal, eq uipment, wagons, a nd buggies kept on the 
property. Some were of quite sturdy proportions. 
Many had two floors for torage of hay, traw and 
grains. On the lower leve l were the table, stall and 
pens determined by the animals kept. Many uch 
barn and sheds have been converted into ga rages 
for present day use . In conj unction with or apart 
from the barn or hed there may have been a small 
combination pigpen, chicken house or a eparate 
structure for each in which the pigs and chickens were 
housed. An adjunct to or separate from the barn o r 
hed wa the woodshed or an arrangement of a kind 
to protect the winter 's supply of wood from the ele-
ments. Such outbuildngs found in the backya rd were 
de igned to be practical and were built to meet the 
needs and economy of the families using them. 
The garden and yard were an important part of the 
village homestead. Both were under the woman's 
province and neatne s and care prevailed. They were 
well arranged and weeds were uncalled for. Rural 
women were especially fond of flowers. Few homes 
were without them. The path or walks whether 
ground, tone or brick were nearly surrounded with 
flowers. During the latter part of the past century 
more time and effort were given to enhancing the 
appearance of the yard b planting more ornamental 
tree, hrub and \ine. eed \\ ere gathered ea h 
ummer and fall to pro\ ide for next year' flo\\ er . 
Man other were tarted from utling \\ hi h \\ ere 
gleaned from neighbor and friend. t-ol any yard al 0 
conLained an herb garden. requentl) a grape arbor 
enclo ed the porch to hade the area from the ummer 
un . In the back yard there \\ ere u uall e era I frui t 
tree hich were more pre alent than ornamental . 
fence frequently epa rated one propert from another 
and to enclo e the garden area; parti ularl if chi ken 
were on the premi e. In the garden uch egetable 
were gro\ n \ hich would be con umed during the 
gro\ ing ea on and tho e \ hich could be pre er ed. 
The ize of the garden depended largel on the ize 
of the family and a ailable time for care. Ia n 
familie a l 0 had a hotbed or cold frame for tarting 
plant ea rl y in the ea on. 
Each illage had one or more churche \ hich ere 
predominantly Lutheran and Reformed, at pre ent 
United Church of Chri t. The teep le to the church 
which wa frequently added later than the origi nal 
construction wa a landmark one could see for mile 
around. If the congregation was large and progre ive 
enough, a bell wa hung inside the teeple which wa 
rung on Sunday morning and evening to ummon the 
church member to attend the meetings and to notify 
the inhabitants of the village and urrounding areas 
when a death occurred. Many uch churches are found 
in the vi llage at present and are of colonial origin. 
Kauffman 's Church, presently United Methodist, built 
1856. Earlier cvngregations worshipped in a nearby 
Mennonite meeting house. Located in Kauffmans, 
Lebanon County, Pa. 
The church usually preceded the school but in due 
time a schoolhouse was con tructed to teach the basics 
including how to write one's own name and keep his 
own accounts. 
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Washington School, presently renovated into a dwelling, 
located in South Annville, Lebanon County, Pa. Both 
farm and village children attended such one room 
schools. 
Taverns and inns were built as needed to serve 
the villages and travelers . There was also the old 
wooden pump which stood somewhere near the village 
or square. Depending on the ize of the village, it 
could boast of more than one at which to gather and 
associate in addition to obtaining the water required. 
In most instances the pump and well have been destroyed 
entirely so that no trace of either exist. Multiple 
lime kilns and forges were erected near the village to 
burn lime and produce articles of metal as the demand 
for such prod us; ts developed. 
Harper's Tavern, one of the oldest of its type in the 
area and still in operation, located in Harpers, Lebanon 
County, Pa. 
Having these utilities and institutions the village be-
came firmly established. Frequently the development 
never progressed beyond the hamlet or village stage. 
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Some such villages became large enough and important 
enough to be chosen as the county sea t making its 
future more secure. Other villages enjoyed more ram-
pant growth than others because of the natural attributes 
including large streams, falls, lakes and dams where 
water power was readily ava ilable. 
Since the middle of the past century the process of 
urbanizing the rural population has constantly accel-
erated. Country people have lost many of their char-
acteristics that once sharply disti nguished them from 
city dwellers . Many have acquired and continue to 
acquire the characteristics of urban residents in cultural 
and intellectual interests, social customs, dress and home 
life. With the automobile most rural dwellers are with-
in minutes of a town, within an hour to a city and 
hours to a large metropolitan area where they have ac-
cess to theaters, museums, libraries, art galleries and well 
stocked bookstores. With radio, television and one or 
more daily newspapers delivered to their home they are 
able to keep informed about local, regional, national 
and world events. There is even a police force of one or 
more men employed full or part time to aid in safety and 
protection for village residents. Except for those child-
ren who attend parochial schools, most of the children 
attend consolidated schools which are larger and perhaps 
better; many of which are also attended by town and 
city children. Instead of attending the closest church 
as was the custom of earlier years, many rural families 
attend a larger and more recognized church in town or 
nearby city. All these factors have helped to weaken 
long e tabli shed rural customs. There has been a ten-
dency particularly among the younger generations to 
develop a greater dependence upon co-operative action 
and les on individual effort. Rural people are no 
longer a group se t apart. Many have become cosmo-
politan in their habits and attitudes. 
In a recent tudy conducted by the Department of 
Agriculture, it was found that rural America is very 
much alive and well. Small communities are thriving 
not dying . It was found the number of small com-
munitie in America increased between 1950 and 1970. 
Established communities gained in population by four-
teen percent during the decade of the fifties and ten 
percent during the decade of the sixties. By 1970 
many of these same communities had been reclas ified 
into larger municipalities. The same report also noted 
that although the village as a center for bu iness and 
social activity had been experiencing a steady decline, 
the residential importance of such smaller communitie 
has increased because of the growing number of re-
tirees and the trend toward working in the city and 
living in a rural community. 
I John Fanning Watson, Annals 0/ Philadelphia and Pennsylvania, 
in the Olden Times (Philadelphia 1857) 11 ,529. 
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Sample pages f rom the Funeral Oration on Christopher Schlegel 
(1678) by George Weissen von Weissenfel. The left hand page 
has the lines naming him "Father of the Fratern ilY· " 
FATHER OF THE FRATERNITY: 
CHRISTOPHER SCHLEGEL 
AND THE FOONDING OF ROSICROCIANISM 
By A RUSSELL SLAGLE 
It is widely known that Johann Valentine Andreae 
wa the" Father of the Rosicrucians". I In a previou 
article, "The Schlegel Family and the ROSicrucian 
Movement,'" we analyzed a great variety of evidence 
from 17th Century German church history and a ked 
the question, " Were the Schlegels a Rosicrucian 
Family". We are going to answer that question by 
saying: " Yes"; and we now ask the second question: 
"Was Christopher Schlegel (1613-1678) "Father of the 
Rosicrucians No.2"? 
In the 17th Century, when Rosicrucianism was 
flourishing among the German ecclesiastical intelli-
gentsia, no one said outright: "I am a Rosicrucian"; 
and for the present we will say again (a we said 
in our former article) that not even Andreae, Fludd 
and Maier, the three most ardent Rosicrucian apologists, 
ever aid they were Rosicrucians. No one ever admitted 
it. Today we would call it "hush-hush," but in those 
day Rosicrucianism was more than "hush-hush". 
It might mean one' neck, for the e men held eccles i-
a tical positions in the state churches. Therefore we 
must look elsewhere for the answer to Our question. 
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Engraving of Christopher Schlegel von Gottleben, 
grandfather of Christopher Schlegel of Germanto wn, 
f ounder of the Schlegel (Slagle) family of York and 
Adams Counties, Pennsylvania, and Baltimore, Mary-
land. 
So from the start we might as well say from what 
we find that Christopher Schlegel was the Father of the 
Rosicrucians No.2. Our first premise is the fact 
that clergyman George Weissen von Weissenfels, who 
read the funeral sermon at the grave of Christopher 
Schlegel on ·4. VII. 1678 speaks of Christopher Schlegel 
as "Vater von der FraternitH". 3 Surely this can mean 
nothing other than "Father of the Fraternity"; and of 
course the first thing that crosses our minds is: 
"What fraternity?" 
The second premise is a letter to Christopher Schlegel, 
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Christopher Schlegel von Gottteben, painted in clerical 
garb. This painting still hangs in the main church at 
Grimma in Saxony in the German Democratic Republic. 
The Latin inscription refers to him as "many times 
revered, most noble, and most excellent pastor" who 
was "doctor of theology , pastor, and for sixteen years 
superintendent at Grimma. " 
while pastor of Leutschau, Hungary, from the clergy 
there - asking him (Schlegel) to separate himself from 
the "Fraternity" of twenty-four clergymen 4 - and 
twenty-four cities were also mentioned. Here we mu t 
bring in a bit of old-fashjoned common-sen e. Schlegel 
might have been a member of another fraternity, 
perhaps several. But let us hold things in abeyance 
a while longer. Note that this is the econd mention 
of Christopher Schlegel being a member of "the 
Fraternity" . 
We must now turn our attention for a moment to 
Portrait oj the Reverend Christoph GOlllieb Schlegel, 
archdeacon at the Church oj Our Lady at Grimma 
in Saxony, born at Breslau, 9 June 1640. He was the 
son oj the Rosicrucian Christopher Schlegel and jather 
oj Christopher Schlegel, emigrant to Pennsylvania in 
1700. 
Johann Valentine Andreae, usually spoken of as "Father 
of the Ro icrucian ". He was a generation earlier 
than Schlegel, and seem to have been vaguely con-
nected with two Ro icrucian manifestoes: The Fama 
and the Conjes io. Later he spea k of the two 
tracts as a "ludibrium," Ue t) and in 1618-1619 he 
(Andreae) published a serious, more orthodox tract 
called Societas Christiana, S naming twenty-four associ-
ated clergymen and the twenty-four citie from which 
they came. Here our Chri topher Schlegel come 
into the picture, because at the Univer ity of Jena 
he had become clo ely a ociated with hi s profe or 
Johann Gerhard - in fact lived with the profe or's 
family in Gerhard' home, u ed his library, and ate 
meals together. 6 Gerhard was mentioned econd on 
Andreae' above-mentioned Societas Christiana, the 
fraternity con i ting of twenty-four clergymen and their 
cltle. Gerhard wa Andreae's econd clo e t friend, 
Johann Arndt being first on the li st. Knowing Ger-
hard' intimate friendship with Andreae, Father of the 
Rosicrucian, and knowing that Christopher Schlegel 
lived with the Gerhard Family, why do we look for 
a econd or third fraternity for Schlegel to belong to? 
Our common- en e again come to the fore, and we 
look to Rosicrucianism as the" Fraternity" spoken of 
at Christopher Schlegel's grave. 
As our fourth and la t premise we find in Will-
Erich Peuckert' Die Rosenkreutzer: "This eem to 
Tb( 
la~le FalJli~)' 
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The 
Schlegel von Gottleben 
Family of German), 
Tillepage oj the lagle ( chlegel) jamily hi lory by Baron 
Karl Friedrich von Frank and A. Russell Slagle, 
published 1967, wilh Schlegel von GOflleben coat-oj-arms. 
me a eriou , important re ult: The Societas Christiana 
of Andreae wa a christianized fraternity of Ro i-
crucian but ne erthele a fraternity of Rosicrucian". 7 
Here we find Peuckert naming the Socielas ChriSliana 
a Ro icrucian Fraternity. 
Thu we ha e come full-Circle . We ee Chri topher 
Schlegel as "Father of the Fraternity ." While living 
in Leut chau, Hungary, he i asked to eparate him-
elf from the Fraternity of 24 clergymen of the 24 
Cll1e. Schick how us that Andreae published hi 
Societas Christiana con isting of 24 clergy, naming 
the city of each clergyman; also howing Andreae' 
second clo est friend (second on the list of 24) to be 
Johann Gerhard in who e hou e Christopher Schlegel 
lived . Peuckert states definitively that Andreae' So-
cietas Christiana wa "a chri tianized R.C. - nay, 
even a Ro icrucian Fraternity". 
In addition to the above we have what eems to 
be even more convincing proof. This pha e of our 
evidence revolves around August, Duke of Braun-
chweig-Li.ineburg. About 1640 the Duke met Andreae 
and their friend hip grew rapidly. 8 Duke August was 
head of the Societas Christiana. Soon he had appointed 
Andreae a his eccle iastical councilor, 24 September 
1642. 9 In the Wolfenbi.ittel Library there are 600 folio 
page of corre pondence from Andreae to Duke August 
and 650 letters between Andreae and Duke August's 
children: Prince Rudolph Augustus, Anton Ulrich, 
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Titlepage of printed funeral sermon on the life of 
Christopher Schlegel (1613-1678). 
Ferdinand Albert, and Princess Ursula. 10 August gave 
Andreae a house, horses and carriage, and a goodly 
stipend, yearly 400 imperials. Thus at Castle Wolfen-
bilttel, August's home, Andreae was "like one of the 
family" . 
Now turning our attention more closely to August, 
Duke of Braunschweig-Lilneburg, we find that his wife 
was Dorothy of Anhalt-Zerbst, the older sister of Prince 
Johann of Anhalt-Zerbst " whose tutor was none other 
than our Christopher Schlegel. Schlegel had been 
recommended for this posi tion by John H illsemann, 12 
court preacher in Dresden and a close friend of 
Andreae. Also we must remember Matthias Hoe von 
Hohenegg, who according to his biographer held the 
"most important spiritual position in the land" l3 and 
is said to have loved Schlegel "like nothing other 
than his own son," calling him such and considering 
him as such. I " So with the unusually close relation-
ship between Andreae (Father of the Rosicrucians) and 
August, Duke of Braunschweig-Lilneburg (head of the 
Societas ChrisJiana) , I S whose younger brother-in-law, 
Prince Johann of Anhalt-Zerbst, had been tutored 
by Christopher Schlegel - we ask, isn't it just a matter 
of common-sense that we suggest that it was the Rosi-
crucian Fraternity to which clergyman Weissen von 
Weissenfels was referring when he spoke of Christopher 
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Funeral Oration on Christopher Schlegel (J 678) by 
Pastor George Weissen von Weissenfels. 
Schlegel as "Vater von der Fraterniti:it"? 
There are three additional facts which would seem to 
support our thesis: 1. Christopher Schlegel wrote a 
letter of condolence to Andreae on the death of his 
close friend John Saubert, his son's father-in-law. '6 
Saubert was number four on the Societas Christiana, 
the list of twenty-four associated clergymen mentioned 
above. 2. Andreae referred to Christopher Schlegel as 
a "Zelotes," which is the specific word used for a first-
degree Rosicrucian . ' 7 3. The only manifesto to which 
Andreae admitted his authorship was The Chemical 
Marriage of Christian Rosenkreutz. Schlegel took this 
manifesto as the model for his coat-of-arms.'s 
In view of the close in-house relationship between 
August, Duke of Braunschweig-Lilneburg, Johann 
Valentine Andreae, Father of the Rosicrucians, Johann 
Prince of Anhalt-Zerbst, and Christopher Schlegel, we 
suggest that Andreae probably "just appointed" Chris-
topher Schlegel as his Rosicrucian successor, as there 
seems to have been no election in the Rosicrucian 
Fraternity. Can't we almost hear Johann Valentine 
Andreae, ecclesiastical councilor to August, Duke of 
Braunschweig-Lilneburg, suggesting to his patron 
August (head of the Rosicrucian Societas Christiana) 
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Obituary Biography of Christopher Schlegel, from the Funeral 
Oration book·by George Weissen von Weissenfels (/678). 
I Hans Schick I Das i:iltere Rosenkreutzertwll: Ein Beitrag zur 
Entstehungsgeschichte der Freimaurerei (BerlIn, 1942), p. 40. 
' Pennsylvania Folklije, XXV:3 (Spring 1976).38. 
' Funeral Oration of Christopher chlegel given 4 July 1678 by 
request and printed by . George Weissen von Weissenfels, Pa tor 
at Miitzchen, p. 42: "Sonst ist der gegen aile und jede ein recht 
freundlicher Mann und liebreicher Vater gewesen, al 0 dasz er 
auch nicht anders als Vater von der FraterniUit genennet und 
geehret worden". Copy courte y Herzog-August-Bibliothek, Wolf-
enbillle l, on film from the Stolberg Collection . "Otherwise he was 
toward each and everyone a very friendly man and loving father, 
such that he was also named and honored a nothing less than 
Father of the Fraternity". 
'Andeken an die 300 jiihrige Jubeljeier der evangelischen Gemeinde 
in der K. Freistadt Leutschau (Leutschau, 1844), pp . 50-52: "Die 
Leutschauer forderten, dasz er von der Fraternitiit der 24 Pfarrer 
ich trennen ... Er lie e sich aber doch zu letzt von den Brildern 
der 24 Stlidte bereden". "The people of Leutschau demanded 
that he eparate himself from the Fraternity of the Twenty-Four 
Pa tors ... neverthele s in the end he allowed himself to be won over 
by the-brethren of the twenty-four cit ies". 
l John Warwick Montgomery , Cross and Crucible: Johann Valen-
tin Andreae (1586-1654), Phoenix of the Theologians (The Hague, 
1973), 1, 176: "Finally we have the circle of friends who partici-
pated with Andreae in hi 'Societa Chri tiana ' of 1618- 1619". 
'Funeral Oration of Chri topher Schlegel, 4. V11.1678, p. 28 : 
"Wie denn hochgedachter Herr D. Hoe ihn wegen sei ner sonder-
bahren Erudition, Pietiit, und trefnichen Ge chicklichkeit nicht 
ander als einen Sohn geliebet ihn also genennet und darfilr ge-
halten dessen gnug arne Zeugnis verhanden". See al 0 ote 14. 
"For example, the esteemed Dr. Hoe, on account of his [Schlegel's] 
unusual erudition, piety, and admirable propriety, loved him no 
less than as a son, called him so and considered him so, of which 
sufficient testimony i at hand" . 
' Will-Erich Peuckert, Die Rosenkreutz.er: Zur Geschichte einer 
Reformation (Jena, 1928), p. 190. 
'Montgomery, I, 49, note 115: "It was perhaps the Lilneburger 
Wense who circa 1640 fir t put ndreae into contact with the 
scholarly Duke ugu tu of Brun wick-Umeburg". 
' Ibid., I, 101 : " The cholarly Prince Augustus of Brunswick-
Lilneburg, whose councilor he had become". 
" Ibid., I, 101. M Cod. 65. 1-2, Herzog-Augu t-Bibliothek, 
Wolfenbilttel; Seleniana Augustalia (1649). 
" Jame Anderson, Royal Genealogies, or The Genealogical Tables 
of Emperor, Kings and Princes. From Adam to These Times; 
in Two Parts, 2d ed. (London, 1736), p. 558. 
" Heinrich Augu tus Schumacher, Biographies of the Grimma 
upc.intendent (Grimma, 1720): Christopher Schlegel von Gottle-
ben (1662-1678), p. I . The Realenzyklopiidie fUr Protestantische 
Theologie lind Kirche says of Andreae (1, 512) : "Ebenso steht er 
den orthodoxen Sachsen nahe Hill emann und Calov von Met ch 
und von Friesen" . " He tands equally near the orthodox Saxons -
Hillsemann and Calov von Metsch and von Friesen" . Al 0 Hlilse-
mann wrote a letter of condolence to Andreae at the death of 
Saubert. See Johannes Moller, Umbra Saubertina; also Cimbria 
Lilerata, p. 779, note 7. In the Umbra Sallbertina, p. 644, Andreae 
spoke of Hillsemann as a Zelotes. 
" Allgemeine Delltsche Biographie, XII, 541-549: " Indem H[oe] . 
die vornehmste geistliche Stelle des Lande ilbernahm". "Since 
H[oe] took over the highe t-ranking ecclesiastical post in the provInce". 
" Funeral Oration of Christopher Schlegel, 4. V11.1673, p. 2: 
also Schumacher, Biographies of the Grimma Superintendents. 
" Montgomery, I, 215: "Andreae's explicit testimony that the 
Society was of an orthodox Lutheran character and had as its 
head the Lutheran prince Duke Augustus". 
" Moller, Cimbria Literata, p. 779, note 7; Umbra Saubertina, 
p. 644: "re - Schlegelu : 'Lugebunt (mourn) veri & sinceri Theologi, 
imprimis hi aetherei spiritus Zelotes' ". 
" Arthur Edward Waite, Real History of the Rosicrucians (Blau-
velt, .Y., 1977, reprint of 1887 edition), pp . 417, 424; Fr. 
Witteman, A ew & Authentic History of the Rosicrucians (Lon-
don , 1938) , pp . 145 , 196. Both references speak of the first 
order or grade among the Rosicrucians as "Ze1ator". 
" Pennsylvania Folklije, XXV :3 (Spring 1976),35. 
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A Lexical Comparison of Two Sister Languages: 
Pennsylvania German and Yiddish. 
By JOHN R. COSTELLO •• c:~--. 
Though Pennsylvania German and Yiddish are spoken 
by groups of people th'at are very different from one 
another, the two languages I may be viewed as sisters, 
since both originated in the same area of Germany. 
Yiddish developed from the Middle High German 
dialects that were adopted by Jewish traders who mi-
grated to the Rhineland from Italy and France, as 
early as the ninth century. The descendants of these 
early Jewi h settlers began to be persecuted because 
of their religious beliefs after the first crusade (at the 
end of the eleventh century), and as a result, they 
left the Rhineland and migrated eastward, mainly to 
Poland , Lithuania, and Russ ia . Over the centuries, 
Eastern European Jews (who call themselves Ashkenazi, 
after the medieval Hebrew name for Germany, Ash-
kenaz) retained the variety of German that had been 
adopted in the Rhineland , gradually supplementing it 
with a substantial number of religious and philosophical 
words from Hebrew and Aramaic, and many common 
everyday words from Polish, Rus ian, and other Slavic 
language. In Uriel Weinreich's book, College Yiddish, 
it is estimated that by 1935, Yiddish was spoken by 
approximately seven million Jews in Central and Eastern 
Europe, and by approximately three million Jews in 
North America, most of whom were residing in New 
York City. A a result of World War 11 and its 
consequences, however, one would have to estimate 
the number of speakers of Yiddish today as only a 
fraction of what it was before the war. 
Pennsylvania German developed essentially from 
later forms of Middle High Germa n Rhineland dia-
lects, designated more precisely as Early New High 
German Palatinate dialects. These dialects were spoken 
by large groups of Germans who began to settle in 
the English colony of Pennsylvania as early as 1683. 
It is important to remember, however, that these 
Palatinate Germans were joined not only by a good 
number of settlers from other German-speaking areas, 
including Silesia and Switzerland, but also by Huguenots 
who had lived in various parts of Germany, and by 
Dutch-speaking settlers from the Netherlands. In time, 
the Palatinate dialects prevailed, although element 
from the other dialects, including family names, may 
still be found in the otherwise fairly homogeneous 
Pennsylvania German of today. As a result of being 
bilingual in ~oth Pennsylvania German and English, 
native speakers of Pennsylvania German have enriched 
their language with many English words having to do 
with all aspects of life. In their book, A Pennsylvania 
German Grammar, published in 1954 and revised in 
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vania German was spoken by "more than 300,000 
people" (p. 1) residing in Pennsylvania, North Caro-
lina, Virgi nia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, 
Ohio, Ontario, and elsewhere. Almost certainly the 
number of speakers is smaller today. 
The very fact that Pennsylvania German and Yiddi sh 
originated in the same area of Germany would be 
reaso n enough for us to want to compare their vo-
cabularies, since one may observe thereby the modifi-
cations and differences in the sounds and in the pre-
fixes and suffixes of words that evolve in languages 
during the time that they are developing independently 
of one another. In addition to this, however, linguists 
have a special interest in comparing the vocabularies 
of sister languages, since it is possible to calculate, on 
the basis of the percentage of cognates in a small portion 
of the vocabulary of the two languages, the approxi-
mate number of years that have elapsed since the 
languages split from a common ancestor. This area of 
linguistic investigation, developed by Morris Swadesh 
in the 1950's and 1960's, is called glottochronology 
(from Greek glolla "language" and chrono-Iogy "the 
determination of dates and the sequence of events"), 
and the portion of the vocabulary that is investigated 
in glottochronology is called the Basic Core Vocabulary. 
Although it is known that Yiddish is essentially an 
offshoot of Middle High German, and that speakers 
of Yiddish in Eastern Europe were i olated from 
speakers of German for several centuries, all that is 
known about the time of the eastward exodus of 
Jews from the Rhineland is that it occurred around 
the time of the crusades (the end of the eleventh 
to the end of the thirteenth centurie), a period 
marked by violent anti-Semiti m. Since thi i a pan 
of approximately two centurie , it would seem that a 
comparison of the Basic Core Vocabularies of Pennsyl-
vania German and Yiddi h would make a genuine 
contribution to history if it could provide a date for 
when the two speech communities split. Toward this 
end I shall present such a com pari on in the following 
paragraphs. 
I obtained the Pennsylvania German and Yiddish 
word li s ts for this compari on in the cour e of re ent 
ling ui s ti c field trip that I undertook in Berk ount}. 
Pennsylvania, and In ew York ity. re pectl\ely. 
During these trip, I inter iewed nati e peaker of 
either Penn yl ania erman or Yiddi h \\ho are 
biling ua l in ngli h, and asked them to tran late 
into their nati ve language ngli h entence that "ere 
designed to e li cit, among other thing, the Penn Ivania 
erman and Yiddi h eq ui alent of the two hundred 
words in the Ba ic ore ocabu lary Ii t. I taped 
the tran lation of my informant during the inter-
views, and later made tran cription of the tape. 
IL should be mentioned at thi point that reader 
who are familiar with either of the e language might 
very well be able to ubstitute a lternati e to the re pon e 
given here. Thi is po ible for e eral rea on. Fir t, 
the words g iven below are o ut of con tex t. Howe er, 
it mu t be remembered that the e re pon e were gi en 
by the informant for pecific yntactic context, and 
therefore o-ca ll ed ynon ym would not, in most ca e , 
really be appropriate. To illu trate thi point with 
an example from ngli h, let u consider ynon ym 
uch a big and large . Admittedl y, in ma ny ca e , 
the two words are interchangea ble, a in the phra e 
"a ___ box." In other context, however, o nl y 
one would be uitable; for example, big i appropriate 
in " he' a ___ man on campu ," but large i 
appropriate in the phra e "the ___ inte tine." 
Second, every living language exhibit regional, social, 
per onal, and other kind of variant or pre ferences. 
To c ite additional example from ngli h, co n ider 
pair uch a tonic and soda (regional) , policeman 
and cop (ocial), car and automobile (personal). 
Previou inve tigation have hown, however, that uch 
difference do not how up in Ba ic Core Vocabulary 
item frequently enough to alter the end result to an 
appreciable degree. The following table contain the 
two hundred item of the Basic Core Vocabulary 
In Engli h, Pennsylvania German, and Yiddi sh. In 
the last column of the table, a plu ign indicates 
that the Pennsylvania German and Yiddish word are 
cognate (i.e . , that they go back to a common ance tor 
in Middle High German), and a minu ign indicates 
that the word are not cognate. The spelling of 
Penn ylvania German word conforms to the orthog-
raphy advocated by Buffington and Barba. Yiddi h 
word, normally written with the letter of the Hebrew 
alphabet, are given below in the Latin alphabet, accord-
ing to the tran cription u ed by Weinreich . 
English 
1. a ll 
2. and 
3. animal 
4. a hes 






















13 . bite 






20. chi ld 
21. cloud 
22. cold 




27 . di e 
2 . dig 
29 . dirty 
30. dog 
31 . drink 
32. dry 
33 . dull 
34 . du t 
35. ea r 
36 . ea rth 
37. eat 
38 . egg 
39. eye 
40. fall 
41 . far 





47 . fight 
48. fire 
49. fi h 



































































































































































63 . green 
64. inte tine 
65 . ha ir 
66 . hand 
67. he 
68. head 
69 . hear 












































































































































































































117 . right 
(correct) 
118. right (side) 




123 . rotten 
124. rub 










13S . sing 
136. sit 
137. skin 
















































































































































172. tongue Zung tsung 
173. tooth Zaah L un 
174 . tree Baam boym 
17S. Lu rn drehe dreyen + 
176 . two zwee ts e + 
177. vo m it breche brekhn + 
178. wa lk laafe geyn 
179. wa rm wa rrem varm + 
180 . wa h we che va hen + 
18 1. wate r Wa er a er + 
182. we m ir mir + 
183. weL nass na + 
184 . wha t was vu + 
18S. wh en wann en + 
186. where wu vo + 
187 . white weiss vays + 
188. who waer er + 
189. wide breet brayt + 
190. wife Fraa vay b 
19 1. wind Wind vint + 
192. wing Fliegel f1i gel + 
193. wipe wi che vishn + 
194. with mit mit + 
19S. woman Fraa fro + 
196 . wood Busch valt 
197. worm War rem vorm + 
198. ye (d)ihr Ir + 
199. year Yaahr yor + 
200 . yellow gee I geyle + 
A sma ll portion of the words in the Basic Core 
Vocabularies of Penn ylva nia German and Yiddish are 
of foreign orig in . In Pennsylvania Germa n, L eek 
" lake" (item 84), and Schmok "sm oke" (item 142) 
were obv io u Iy borrowed from English, after German 
settlers came into contact with speakers of English . 
Rewwer "river" (item 119), on the other hand, may 
be a borrowing of English river, or French riviere; 
if Rewwer i of French origin, it a lmo t certainly 
would have been borrowed in the Palatinate. (Ri vier 
is the form that this French word took when it was 
borrowed into E uropean German.) In Yiddi h , be-
heYl17e "animal " (item 3), moyre (hobn) "to fear" 
(item 44), dehargen "to kill" (item 82), (a) sakh 
"many" (item 9S), yam "sea" (item 129), and zerne 
"eed" (item 131) are borrowings from H ebrew; 
kore "bark" (item 8), lale "father " (item 43), kishkes 
" intestines" (item 64), and khapen "to hunt" (-item 76) 
are borrowing from Slavic. 
The number of cognates among the two hundred 
Basic Core Vocabulary items of P ennsylvan ia German 
and Yiddish is ISO, or 7S%. This percentage may be 
applied to the following mathematica l formula devised 
for glottochronology by Swadesh: 
I = log e l 2 log r, 
where t stands for the approximate time (i.e. number 
of )ear ) of cparalion of the 1\\0 language bing 
ompared. tand for the per ' entage of retain d 
cognate \\ Ilh Idemi al meaning (in thi a e - 0"'0) 
in the t \\ 0 language • and r tand for the a\erage 
con tant rate of ognate retenLIon per millenlum ( O. 0"'0) 
for iter language. fter omerting th \alu for 
and r into their logarithmi \ alue - a pe ial 
table containing the logarithm of numeral Ie tha n 
1.0 mu t be on ulted. in e percentage under 100070 
ha e a value Ie than 1.0 - and performing the indi-
cated mathematical operation. th \ a lue of I i ob-
tained \\ hich in thi ca e i 663 ear. ubtracting 
thi number from the current year. 19 O. one ma 
ay Lhat, on the ba i of the e iden e provided by the 
Ba ic ore ocabularie of Pen n I ania erma n and 
Yiddi h the ance tor of the e language epa ra ted 
around'the year 13 16 . D. Itho ugh th i d a te i 
meanL Lo be under LOod a app ro ima te, g lo ttoch ron-
o logy definitely p lace the ea L\ a rd migra Li o n of the 
Jews fro m the Rh inela nd at th e end o f the c ru ade 
perio d . . .. . 
A ide fr o m the da te o f the ItngUi LI C pitt o f the 
a nce to r o f Penn yl ania German a nd Yiddi h , the re 
a re e eral mo re general conclu ion that may be drawn 
from thi inve tiga tion . One i that glottochronology 
can help u to estimate more precisely the date of a 
population hift. To be ure , the date arri ed at in 
thi s case cannot be confirmed by hi tori cal record; 
neverthele , it d efinitely fall s within the range of 
hi stori cal credibility, and thereby increases our confi -
dence in the result of glottochronological investiga-
tions of American Indian , African, and Asian language, 
where there is little, if any, hi storical evidence for 
compari on . Moreover, thi in es tigation lends sup-
port to Swadesh ' hypothesis that there is an average 
con tant rate of cognate retention per millenium for 
si ter language, and that thi s rate is 80.S%. Penn-
sylvania German and Yiddish, in contrast LO languages 
like Engli sh, are ca lled "linguistic islands," because 
each is the language of a minority that is geograph-
ically completely surrounded by peakers of a dominant, 
officia l language, such as Engli sh, P olish, or Russian . 
It has been demonstrated that linguistic isla nds have 
traits which set them apart from other la nguages; 
for example, they enrich their vocab ulary a nd syntax 
by borrowing heavily from the dominant la nguage 
surrounding them. 2 Because of this, some lingui sts 
have co me to doubt their usefulness in comparative 
linguistic studies. The pre ent investigation suggests, 
however, that linguistic i la nds like P en nsylvania Ger-
man and Yiddish are as useful as dominant , official 
languages in carrying out g lottochronology. This is 
consistent with m y findings in previous comparative 
investigations dea ling with language acquisition, syntax, 
and semantic, all of which have benefitted substan-
tially b y the input of Pennsylvania German. 
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'Occas io na lly one hears sta tements to the e ffect tha t Pennsylvania 
Germa n and Yiddi h a re (a) dia lects o f (Euro pean) Germa n , 
(b) corrupted (Euro pea n) Germa n, or even (c) not rea ll y la nguages. 
o thing could be furth er from the truth. P ennsylva nia Germa n 
and Yiddish a re, like Euro pea n Germa n , la nguage in their o wn 
righl. To be sure, a mo no lingua l speaker o f o ne of these la nguages 
may under ta nd ma ny sentences in the o ther two la nguage; for 
exa mple, the Yiddi h ques tio n Vus iz dus? " Wha t i tha t?" would 
readily be under tood by a mo nolingua l spea ker o f Eu ro pea n Germ a n 
or Pennsylva nia Germa n. On the o ther ha nd , (a) the Pennsylva nia 
Germa n entence Sell Braucher gleiclit Welschkann " Tha t pow-
wow doctor lik es corn (mai ze)" would not be understood by a 
monolingual speaker of Yiddish or European German ; (b) the Yiddish 
sentence " Robotsay, mir vein bellfshen, .. zogt der zeyde " ' Gentle-
men, we shall say the benediction,' Grandpa sa ys" would no t 
be understood by monolingual speakers of Pennsylvania Germa n 
or European Germa n; a nd (c) the Euro pean Germa n sentence 
Der Duesenj aeger und der Lotse siezen sich " The jet fighter pilo t 
and the control tower pil o t a re o n fo rma l term with each o ther 
(i .e. they address each o ther fo rma lly, with Sie, no t du) " wo uld 
not be understood by a mo nolingua l spea ker o f Pennsylva nia 
German o r Yiddi h. Each o f these three la nguages has it s own 
vocabulary, and its own set o f grammatical rules that govern 
the pronunciati on and inflectio ns o f wo rds, a nd the way tha t these 
words are combined to form sentences. 
'The reader may object to thi s s tatement , citing Modern Engli h 
as an example o f a d omina nt , o ffi cia l la nguage whi ch has bo rrowed 
much vocabula ry - and , according to some lingui sts , a fa ir a mo unt 
of syntax - fro m foreign sources, especia ll y French , La tin , a nd 
Greek. However, it must be remembered tha t much of th e French 
element in English was ado pt ed during the Norma n occupa ti o n o f 
England , when French was the officia l language of the country. 
The majority of Latin and Greek element in Engli sh were ad o pt ed 
during periods when cultura lly, tho ugh no t geographica ll y, these 
languages were the do minant languages o f Euro pe. 
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dray vaybe r zaynen gezesen oyf a shteyn . 
eyne hot gezog t yoysef hot gehaben a gut oyg. 
di ershte hot gezogt yo. 
di tsveyte hot gezogt neyn. 
di drite hot gezogt, fun vanen s' iz gek umen , 
a hin zo l es geyn . * 
Three women sa t on a tone. 
One sa id that Jo eph had a good eye. 
The first sa id yes . 
The second sa id no. 
The third sa id, "From whence it ca me, 
thither it should go ." 
(A verse to be recited to a child when a small foreign 
object is being removed from his eye. ) 
*Conveyed to the author by Robert Ma ller of ew York 
City, on November 14,1979. 
~~~.~ 
y 
Good news on all front of Penn ylvania Du tch/ Ger-
man ulture, both major and minor. I n face of the 
imminent pro pect that another generatio n or two will 
ee the loss of huge portion of our heritage, many 
organizations have tepped up their activitie and en-
larged their programs. Though one always fears that 
the effort, even though monumental in compari on 
with the many years of indifference or neglect , may till 
hardly scratch the surface, it is really heartening to note 
the quite apparent increase in activity. We are plea ed 
to take note of some of these as space and time 
permit. That is done with the concurrent knowledge 
that many worthwhile activitie which might come to 
your attention here, do not bring the news of their 
activities to our attention until after the fact, or other-
wise arrive after the deadline for such items has passed . 
We will continue to try. 
One of the most authentic of our local fo lk groups, 
Die Schpiel-Leit vun Huffa Karrich, note another 
ea on of success . Indeed, they have again tallied 
increa e in both attendance and receipts for the 
various performance of the dialect plays they per-
formed in Fall 1979. The grand total of 1588 persons 
who viewed their efforts (including one group who came 
a part of a tour organized by the Pennsylvania German 
Society of Breinigsville) surpassed all previous years. 
We hear with pleasure, that their 1980 vehicle will be 
Paul Wieand's Foh""a uff Die Train (To Travel on the 
Train) whose cast of twenty-two will bring on stage 
most of the membership of those country players . 
They plan seven performances, evening at 7:30 on Sep-
tember 25, 26 & 27 and again October 2, 3 & 4. 
Those Thursday, Friday and Saturday combinations will 
be followed for convenience of those who find evening 
travel problematic, on Sunday afternoon, October 5, 
1980 at 2:00 p.m. I believe all performances this 
year are to be at Hu ffs Church. If you have missed 
the good fellowship and great hilarity until now, do not 
miss it any longer. See one of the performances. 
You will join their legion of fans . 
John Schrack, up Sinking Spring way, has determined 
to do what many persons or groups have talked about 
over the year. John i au mpting to put together 
a alendar of e\ ent In the Penn) h ania erman region, 
not onl) in hi 0\\ n Berh. ount), though they are 
among the mo t acti\e, but a a handy guide to tho e 
\\ho like to follo\\ a u e ion ofe\ent ,a well a for 
tho e \\ ho are looking for a ingle 0 a ion or pani ular 
Fe cht. \ e \\ ill be happy to pa along e\·ent or 
program to be Ii ted. 
In the wake of a mo t ucce ful onference on 
German-Americana in the Ea fern United late, organ-
ized by te en Benjamin and . Richard Beam, and 
held at iller ille on 0 ember 9 and 10, 1979, 
initial planning for a econd conference ha alread 
gotten underway, and thi \ ill er e a a fir t ca ll for 
paper to be presented at that econd meeting. 
well-balanced program took place at iller ille the 
pa t ovember de pite almo t cloud bur t weather 
throughout. Those who had to challenge the rain-
drop a they da hed from one campu locale to 
another, were generou ly rewarded by a equence of 
papers both varied and with scholarly challenge. 
In fact, sca rcely a ingle speaker tepped down from 
the podium without facing orne pertinent comment or 
challenge from a member of the audience or from a 
fellow speaker. 
Franzi Ascher-Nash, with her paper on the special 
music program and award at Millersville State College, 
tribute to her father, and Emma S. Haynes speaking on 
special-interests of the American Historical Society of 
Germans from Russ ia, both delighted those in attend-
ance. That they put such feeling personal references 
into their remarks which made the available time seem 
so much too short was surely true. It al 0 et the 
tone for the program as a whole. Benjamin, Parso ns 
and Pastor Druckenbrod each described the goals and 
activities of the groups they represented. Richard Beam 
told of the personal appeal of Ernie Bechtel, whose 
radio and television programs serve much of south-
eastern and some of central and northeastern Pennsyl-
vania today. 
Obernberger, Corry, Coley, Hosch and Donaldson 
all added special insights into the scholarly topics each 
handled. Ronald Dunbar, West Virginia University, 
on "German in the American Skier's Jargon" and 
John R. Costello, New York University, whose "Stana-
ard German, Pennsylvania German, and the Recon-
struction of Meaning" sighted language study from 
quite different perspectives, give some idea of the 
variety of ideas investigated. By the time Keith Brint-
zenhoff topped off the program with folksongs and 
folk instruments everyone who participated Or who 
attended had only praise for the planning and the 
concept of the program. 
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When therefore, o n Saturday and Sunday, November 
8 & 9, 1980, a Second Con ference o n German-
Americana in the Eastern United States convenes at 
Ursinu College, Collegevi ll e, PA, ma ke plans to be 
there. Early program ideas include a dialec t worship 
service, panel on diale'ct variations, and inclusio n of 
evera l folksi nging groups or choruses. You a re in-
vited to put in your bid ea rl y: de ignate the subj ect of 
a paper you will propose to read, o r program addendum 
you suggest, and end a brief descripti on of your 
proposa l to: Steven Benj amin, Dept. of Foreign 
Languages , West Virginia University, Morga ntown, 
W VA 26506 . 
If you feel a need to brush up (or to re- Iea rn) 
your Conversat ional German, you will want to take 
advantage of Kon versations-Abend now and again at 
the German Society of Pennsylvani a, or join in their 
ma ny other program which remind of homela nd ties 
and German as a l 0 Pennsylva nia German customs. 
President George J. Beichl heads the group who e 
varied activities offer man y things to man y people. 
Information from the Society at 611 Spring Garden 






We have been particular ly gra tified by the surge of 
interest as witnessed by week ly arriva ls among the 
correspondence, in the in itia l article on Servant In-
dentures which appeared in the Autumn 1978 issue of 
Pennsylvania Folklife and has received good notice in 
several loca l hi story and genealogical columns in news-
papers and journa ls across the country. We hope to 
bring you more along that line to add to the service 
to readers with a genealogical concern among our sub-
scribers . Over the years it has been fru strating to note 
how many of the indenture records have been lost 
or destroyed . It seems appropriate, therefore, to pre-
sent thi s record of economic and social achievement 
from a bye-gone day, where the papers have survived 
and offer use ful contents. 
Pennsylvania 
Rural Life & 
Culture 
Pennsylvania Antiques 1980 
The V ictorian Parlor 
Everyday Life in Rural Pennsylvania 
A Careful Stitch : Care of Antique Texti les 
Help for the Small Museum / Historical Society 
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Pennsylvania Histor ical and 
Museum Commission Institute 
P. O. Box 1026 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 
Quilts and Coverlets 
I ntroduction to Spinning 
Ch ina Painting 
Bandboxes 
Rug Hooking 
Cooking on the Hearth 
Tradit ional Tinsmithing 
Pottery on the Kickwheel 
Fanciful Graining on Wood 
r inu ollege tudi e at Kutzlo\\n Folk e Ih'al ]980 
Each summer since 1974, r inu College ha offered lecture our e and eminar on 
topic which concern matter Penn yl ania German, including the unique opponunity lO 
take college credit cour e at the Kutzto\ n Folk Fe ti al. In June July and ugu t, 
such courses will once again be a ailable to tudent of r ollege and other 
co lleges and to others who are intere ted in ubje t offered. pan of a larger 
Summer School P rogram at r inu. The chedule of PE I GER I 
STUDI ES PROGRAM c1as e for 1980 i : 
PE NSYLVANJA GE RM A ST DIES PROGRA R 
Topics on the life, cullure, customs and \alues of the Pennsyhania Germans IndividuaJ topic~ ~upcf\ised and dlrC~~tcd b)' rc~earchcr professors 
and specialists. Research and folk cultural interviev.s. panels or v.orbhops One weel .. of classes each One semester hour credll each semmor 
SEM INAR AT KUTZTOW FOLK FEST I AL: 
PGP 436. Seminar German - American usic 
June30 - July 3, 1980 
KEIT H BRI TZE HOFF 
An examination of the fol k music and traditional music of the Pennsylvania Germans and of the German-speaking areas of Europe from v.hich 
they came. A comparison of traditional and folk melodies in the form of songs, ballads and lullabies ..... ith some \ariant modes and adopted words 
and melodies. Religious folk music. One semeSler hour credil. 
SEM I ARS AT URS I US COLLEGE - July7to II, 19 0 
POP 423. Seminar Image of P ennsylvania 
9:00-11 :30 a.m. daily 
DR . WM . T. PAR 0 
Myth and reality about Will iam Penn's experiment as a Promised Land . Reports. nOllces and enthusiasms for Penn's Woods from German and 
other European sources; lellers and realities out of the ew \ orld. Critics of the dream In defense of the Old System. Bibliography and suggesllons 
for reading. One semester hour. 
PGP 424. Seminar Living History 
9:00 - 11:30 a.m. dail y 
Jul y 14to 18 1980 
ALBERT T . GAMO 
Nc" met hods of Living HislOry interpretation and presentation of people and events. Craft opportunities and limitations ; the daily lives of village 
and rural pcr..,on~ from ordinary eighteenth century 511uations and ')etllng~. Thh "ed da'i~c", mect at Petcr \\ entl Farmstcad , One .<ielllester hOllr 
PGP 425. Seminar Palatinate & P ennsylvania Poetry 
9:00 - 11 :30 a.m. dail y 
Jul y 21 to 25,1980 
DR. WM. T . PARSO S 
Dialect and regional poetry of the Pennsylva nia Germans and their Pfaelzer cousim for appreCiation, mood and understandmg. Class readings 
and interpretations by poets and linguistic specia li sts. Poet ry in translation for descendants " ho have lost the dialect and other students. One 
semester hour. 
SEMI ARS PGP 423,424,425 may be taken as a three-credit unit in SESS IO 
SUMMER SCHOOL. See DR. PARSONS for details. 
C of 
PENNSYLVANIA OERMA STUDIES PROGRAM 
SUMMER SCHOOL: SESSION D - July 28-Aug . 15,1980 
PGP 201. Pennsylvania German Culture 
9:00-11 :30 a.m. 
DR. WM . T. PARSO S 
Study of the history. language and culture of the Pennsylva nia Germans. their innuence on American life and contributions to the American 
scene in the 17th and 18th centuries. Field trips among them, to events and museums; speakers and artists . A research paper or creative 
composition is required . Three semeSler hours credit . 
For further information on the courses, costs, arrangements and concerning the avail-
ability of other services related to the Summer School, send inquiries to the Editor at his 
Editorial Address, or to: Prof. Thomas E. Gallagher, Jr. 
Corson Hall, Ursinus College 
Collegeville, PA 19426 
fJ JuntlS·19·30, fJ 
~Jul 1·2·3·4·5,1980~ 
The Festival and its Sponsorship 
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a 
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COLLEGE, College-
ville, Pennsylvania. The Society's purposes are threefold: First, the demonstrating 
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the 
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting, studying , archiving and 
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publi-
cation of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKlIFE Magazine; and third , using the proceeds 
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE . 
FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO: 
Pennsylvania folklife Society 
CoUege Blvd. & Vine, Kutztown, Pa. 19530 
